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amazingdiscoveries.org I Committed to sharing the truth about God and His promises.

Dear Friend,
We have been busy all year preparing new products for your education and edification. We hope that these DVDs and books will be uplifting for you and
your families, drawing you closer to Christ as we anticipate His soon coming. Thank you for your support and fidelity as readers, customers, donors, and
friends. May God bless you in this coming year.
The Amazing Discoveries Team
“To God our Saviour who alone is wise, be glory and majesty, dominion and power, both now and forever.” Jude 1:25

Who We Are:
Amazing Discoveries™ is a registered non-profit organization in Canada and the US (501c3) committed to exposing deceptions and errors in the
religious realm, history, science, media, and health. We accomplish this mission through seminars around the world, as well as through publications and
broadcasting via internet, radio, and television. Our material attempts to provide life-changing information and to reveal evidence that allows people to
make better decisions for their lives.
Help us continue to bring amazing discoveries in health, science, and the religious realm to seekers throughout the world by purchasing our products
and donating to our various projects, which include:

Broadcasting
Our long-held dream is finally becoming a reality - global broadcasting of
the Amazing Discoveries™ end-time message! This ambitious project will
reach people 24 hours a day, seven days a week on TV and satellite across
North America and the world.

Missions
Your donation will help us be able to support Pastor Victor Gill and others who are trying to meet physical and spiritual needs of hungry souls
around the globe.

Building
In April 2010, we purchased a new property which houses not only our
offices but also a broadcasting studio and Presentation Theater. Donations
to the building fund allow us to maintain this facility, pay off the mortgage,
and complete needed renovations to the roof and other areas of the facility.

Wherever needed
When you designate this fund, your donation is applied to the most
urgent needs whether public seminars or online and DVD evangelism,
broadcasting, internet streaming, web evangelism, translations, or mission projects around the world. You can be sure that 100% of it will be
used to cover a ministry outreach project.

Translations
Many more translations are needed, including French, Japanese,
Chinese, Czech, and other languages. Will you help us spread the Word
by supporting this venture?

Evangelism
Your gift allows us to continue sharing the Gospel through the seminars
around North America. Our Pastors and speakers are fulfilling requests
in North America and beyond for evangelistic seminars on the subjects
of Bible prophecy, health, current world events, and more. Your gift
allows us to spread the Three Angels’ Messages to the world.

© Copyright 2015 - Amazing DiscoveriesTM Amazing HealthTM All Rights Reserved
All material on the amazingdiscoveries.org and amazinghealth.com website and all affiliated websites, including any and all site design, text, graphics, logos, icons, images,
audio clips, video clips, digital compilations, software and all other content, including the selection and arrangement of content and all compilations of content, are the exclusive
property of Amazing Discoveries and are protected by US, Canadian and international copyright laws. Copying, reproducing, republishing, posting, transmitting, modifying,
extracting, manipulating, storing in any medium or distributing such material in any other way is strictly prohibited without prior written permission from Amazing DiscoveriesTM.
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YOU CAN FAX THIS FORM TO 604-856-9428 OR MAIL TO:

Order Form

CANADA: 2013-248 St, Langley, BC V4W 2B7
USA: PO Box 3140, Blaine, WA 98231-3140
phone: 1-866 - 572-9457

BILL TO:

SHIP TO:

NAME 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

CITY 

STATE/PROVINCE
PHONE (

ZIP 

STATE/PROVINCE

EMAIL 

)

PHONE (

ZIP 
EMAIL 

)

PAYMENT METHOD
* Please make cheque payable to Amazing Discoveries

CHEQUE*



M/O

#

CARDHOLDER

CREDIT CARD

 TYPE

CSV #

EXP. DATE

#

SIGNATURE 	

MY ORDER
QTY:

ITEM

AMOUNT

		

:

ITEM 		

AMOUNT

:  	

ITEM

		

AMOUNT

:  	

ITEM

		

AMOUNT

:  	

ITEM 		

AMOUNT

:  	

ITEM 		

AMOUNT

:  	

ITEM 		

AMOUNT

:  	

ITEM 		

AMOUNT

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS/NOTES:
		



SUBTOTAL:
TAX: (

%) 

Shipping/Handling*





GRAND TOTAL:
* shipping cost: follow shipping chart on reverse of this form
all prices may be subject to change without notice
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Shipping & Handling for USA:

US $ Price
		US Ground
Under $10 			$5.00
$10.01-$20			 $6.00
$20.01-$50			 $8.31
$50.01-$70			 $10.47
$70.01-$100			 $12.95
$100.01-$150			 $13.05
$150.01-$200			 $15.56
$200.01-$300			 $18.73
$300.01-$400			 $23.96
$400.01-$500			 $28.73
$500.01-$850			 $35.00

For Canadian, International,
or Priority Orders, please call office.
Some books are heavy and more
postage will apply.

MP4 prices are based on quality:
1080 HD Quality is $9.00
(all presentations recorded after 2013)

480 SD is $8.00
(all presentations recorded before 2013)

Office Hours:

Phone Orders:
1-866-572-9457
International Orders: 1-604-856-9457

		

Web Orders: 		
www.amazingdiscoveries.org

In Canada
2013 248 Street
Langley, BC V4W 2B7

Email Orders:
client-care@amazingdiscoveries.org

Prices subject to change without notice. At time of printing, all list prices are applicable in US dollars. For Canadian
pricing, please either call or check prices on our Canadian
webstore. As necessary, Amazing Discoveries reserves the right
to charge Canadian or US customers a relevant exchange rate at
time of purchase.

Mon - Thurs 9:00 - 4:30 PST
Closed: Fri - Sun

In USA
PO Box 3140
Blaine, WA
98231-3140

NOTE:
We have reduced our prices due to the difficult
economic times.
To reduce costs our SINGLE DVDs will NO LONGER
be sent with HARD CASE COVERS.
BY REQUEST, we can send the DVD in a designed
hard case for an additional $2 per DVD.
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Ordering Information:

Contents:
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15
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29
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31
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34

Health

				

36
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Total Onslaught
by Professor Walter J. Veith

36 - DVD Lecture Set:

nal
r igi ies
O
The ic Ser
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Singles:

DVD Series #200

201B – Just Another Man?

$180.00

$10.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

214B – Changing the Word

Learn Biblical evidence that Jesus is the Messiah. (62 min)

202B – Where Jesus Walked
A visual journey through ancient Palestine. (90 min)

203B – An Advocate For Our Time
An examination of the sanctuary. (77 min)

204B – The Mists of Time

A near exhaustive comparison of modern Bible
versions with the King James Version is provided.
(134 min)

215B – Revolutions, Tyrants & Wars

Who is behind the major conflagrations of the 20th
century? (95 min)

216B– The Islamic Connection

Where we are in the stream of time? (63 min)

205B – The Man Behind the Mask
206B – The Revelation of Jesus Christ
Revelation 1 verse by verse. (92 min)
The seven churches of Revelation 2 & 3. (96 min)

208B– Seven Seals

Revelation 4 to 7 & the historical significance of the
seven seals. (91 min)

209B – When Trumpets Sound
The trumpets of Revelation 8-11. (88 min)

210B – The Beast From the Bottomless Pit

The power behind the French Revolution, and the birth
of Human Rights. (88 min)

211B– The Secret Behind Secret Societies

An introduction to Albert Pike, the Jesuit Order,
Knights of Columbus, Opus Dei, Skull and Bones, the
Bohemian Grove, and other glimpses of Freemasonry.
(94 min)

212B– Hidden Agendas

Expose the philosophy behind secret societies. (97 min)

213B– Battle of the Bibles

A discussion of the different versions of the Bible and
their source. (91 min)

225B – Strange Fire

Schuller, Hybels, Warren, Copeland, and Hinn exposed?
(120 min)

226B – The UN & the Occult Agenda

Is there a spiritual dimension to the UN’s activities? (91 min)

227B – Battle of the Giants

The great controversy between Christ and Satan as
described in Revelation 12. (90 min)

228B – A Stone to Rest Your Head

A study on the mark of the Beast, and how to avoid
it.(83 min)

229B – God’s Guiding Gift

218B – Two Beasts Become Friends

207B – Seven Churches

* ALSO AVAILABLE IN SPANISH & RUSSIAN
* PORTUGUESE AVAILABLE ON MP4 only.

How does Islam fit into the picture of global
conflict? (95 min)

217B – The Crime of All Ages

Identify the Antichrist power. (90 min)

Walter Veith
Classics

Revealtion 13—a look at the United States in
prophecy and the importance of church and state
separation. (84 min)

219B – The Wine of Babylon
Ancient religion is alive and well in religious systems of
our day. (123 min)

220B – A Woman Rides the Beast

Revelation 17 describes a woman controlling a
coalition of powers. (91 min)

221B – A New World Order
A look at the new world order and its purpose. (104 min)

222B – The Mystic Realm of Death

Where do the dead go? What does the Bible teach about
hell? (100 min)

223B – The New Age Agenda

The Christian Science movement, Mormonism,
Jehovah’s Witnesses, and the New Age are exposed.
(95 min)

224B – That All May Be One

Are we moving to an era of peace? (80 min)

This DVD answers the question, “Does God still have a
church?” (94 min)
How do you identify a true prophet? (71 min)

230B – Earth’s Final Warning

This study of Revelation 14 discusses the final message
of warning to the world. (87 min)

231B – The Loud Cry

Revelation 18--a look at the music world, the economic
world, and the entertainment world. (90 min)

232B – 1844 & The Final Onslaught

There is a movement to destroy those who believe
in salvation in Christ alone, and in the veracity of His
Word. (82 min)

233B – Signs & Wonders

A look at the signs and wonders surrounding the
Marian movements. (86 min)

234B – History’s Coming Climax

What does the Bible teach about the coming of
Christ? (70 min)

235B – The Long Awaited Millennium

When will be the ushering in of the true millennium?
(75 min)

236B – The Greatest Invitation

What does the Bible reveal about baptism? (105 min)

Total Onslaught Final Conflict - UPDATE

by Professor Walter J. Veith

5 DVD Set:

$50.00
Singles:

$10.00

DVD Series 500
#
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501 – The Secret Behind Secret Societies

A look at the origin of secret societies.(103 min)

502 – Religious Controversy

Review of Ecumenism, Freemasonry, charismatic
movement and music industry. (81 min)

(DISK ONLY, no case)

503 – The New Age Agenda

Single MP4:
$8.00 per title

504 – Behind the Scenes

An in-depth analysis of the new age agenda. (98 min)
What constitutes the new world order? (87 min)

505 – The Final Conflict - 2005 Update

Recent world events and how they correlate with end
time Bible prophecy. (77 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Documentaries:

Repairing
the Breach

Take Back Your Power - Investigating
the “Smart” Grid

by Professor Walter J. Veith

Available in both PAL (Australia and Europe) and NTSC
(North America) Format

$150.00
$10.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

15 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

$19.99

271 – Thou Shalt Call His Name Jesus

United States of Secrets

The Scriptures state that Jesus is the bridge between man and God. Yet some religious
movements are seeking reconciliation with God through other means. (95 min)

From the investigative team behind FRONTLINE’s
award-winning Money, Power & Wall Street, United
States of Secrets is the definitive history of domestic
surveillance in a post-9/11 world. Part political
thriller and part spy novel, the series is gripping
viewing for those who want to understand the
context of the Snowden affair--and what it means
for all Americans. (180 min)

272 – The King of the North Part 1

Unpack the prophecies in Daniel 11 with Veith’s in-depth analysis. Beginning with a
history of interpretations, Veith explains who the kings of the north and south could
represent. (80 min)

273 – The King of the North Part 2

Veith further investigates Daniel 11, relating the Biblical prophecies to historic
events. (100 min)

274 – Reaping the Whirlwind Part 1

$20.00

Discover the secret movements of the king of the north in Daniel 11 and how this
power attempts to dominate the world. (75 min)

Secrets of the Vatican

“PBS’‘Frontline’ provides the documentary version of
a page-turner with ‘Secrets of the Vatican’ ... credit
Frontline (working in concert with the U.K.’s Channel
4) with another strong piece of investigative
journalism, bringing to mind the adage that where
there’s smoke - even if it comes in the form of white
puffs - there’s usually fire.” - Brian Lowry, Variety.
(90 min)

275 – Reaping the Whirlwind Part 2

Walter Veith continues his exploration of political and religious organizations that reveal
their true allegiance. (70 min)

276 – Brass for Gold

Walter Veith unravels the story of Solomon and his son Rehoboam, making connections
to today’s numerous religious movements. (80 min)

277 – Give Me This Mountain
Give Me this Mountain contrasts the kingdom of God with that of the antichrist. (80 min)

278 – The King of the North Embracing World Religions

$20.00

Explore the current dialogue playing out amongst many different religions and their
attempt at ecumenism. (118 min)

The Dragon Revealed (2 DVD Set)

279 – The Foundations of Many Generations Part 1
There is no other foundation upon which the true church of Christ can be built but
Jesus. Learn the signs of a new universalism sweeping the world. (85 min)

280 – The Foundations of Many Generations Part 2
This lecture is a continuation of the subject discussed in lecture #279. (min)

281 – Announcements from Heaven
Announcements from Heaven is the story of Jesus—His authority, divinity, humanity, atonement, and plan of salvation for all of humanity. (60 min)

282 – Elias

$28.00

Jesus said Elias would play a role in re-establishing the truth. Learn who Elias is and
the founding doctrines we need to fully grasp. (120 min)

The Soviet Story by Edvins Snore tells of an Allied
power that helped the Nazis to fight the Jews, and
slaughtered its own people on an industrial scale.
Assisted by the West, this power triumphed on May 9,
1945. Its crimes were made taboo, and the complete
story of Europe’s most murderous regime has never
been told, until now. Subtitles available in 15
languages! VIEWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED. (85 min)

Which doctrines sets God’s remnant (Seventh-day Adventists) apart from every
other denomination? (110 min)

284 – Get Away from the Tents
This study is an appeal to distance oneself from theologies and religious practices that
are contrary to that of Seventh-day Adventism. (115 min)

285 – The Threshing Floor

all prices are subject to
change without notice

Over the last 50 years, we have witnessed an explosion of Eastern philosophy and martial arts in
Western culture. What has been their influence
upon the last 2 generations? Does the study of
Martial Arts, Tai-Chi and Yoga really lead to a more
disciplined way of life, as is being promoted by the
media today? Are our children being made better
men and women of God through these practices, or
is there something deceptive working behind the
scenes? (90 min)

The Soviet Story

283 – Repairing the Breach

Compare the judgment scenes of the Old Testament to better understand the seriousness of the issues involved in the final judgment. (85 min)

A must watch award-winning documentary “Take
Back Your Power” takes us on a journey to expose
corporate and government corruption and erosion
of rights in the name of “smart” and “green.” What
you’ll discover will surprise, unsettle and empower
you. Are Corporations Paving a Perilous Path Directly
Into Our Homes?

OUR TIMES

DVD Series #270

$25.00

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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God’s Answer to Modern
Atheism by Wes Peppers

The Divine Prescription
by Thomas Jackson

In recent years, atheism has become increasingly
popular. It sometimes feels as though it is taboo to be
or to even admit being a Christian. Why is it that some
believers feel ashamed or shy about proclaiming their
living God?

5 - DVD Set:
Singles:

DVD Series #1900

Christ has given humankind a divine prescription to
gain salvation. However, have we all accepted this
prescription? Thomas Jackson describes one of the most
important and frequently overlooked aspects of God’s
calling: gospel medical missionary work. This work is
not just skill and ability, but it is from the heart and soul.

$60.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

3- DVD Set:

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #1600
1901 – God’s Answer to Modern Day Atheism

It often feels as though atheism is becoming increasingly popular. With so many rejecting
God and religion, what does the Bible tell us about how to react to modern atheism? (80 min)

1902 – The External Evidence

This lecture provides more proof that the Bible was, is, and will forever be true. Discover how
external concrete evidence helps cement the Bible’s veracity. (90 min)

1903 – The Evidence Speaks Part 1

Science is actually helping to prove the Bible true. Wes Peppers reveals some recent scientific
discoveries that will help cement our faith in the Lord’s Word. (30 min)

1904 – The Evidence Speaks Part 2

Did you know every book in the Bible can be supported by archaeological evidence? Learn about
the amazing facts that prove the world’s bestselling book - the Bible - to be true! (30 min)

1905 – Giving an Intelligent Answer

God has already given us all that we need to be effective witnesses for Him. Do you know
what that may be? Discover some intelligent answers to Christianity’s most pressing
questions. (60 min)

Competitive
Christianity
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #1915 + #1916

It is the Spirit of Christ that imbues us with strength. But what can we do with
this strength, with this calling of Christ? Thomas Jackson suggests that our calling
is to call others. God has given us work to do, and we are called to go help others
in the missionary field. (40 min)

1602 – What is True Medical Missionary Work?

As Christians, what is required of us? Have we considered medical
missionary work as essential? Thomas Jackson covers the different
Biblical reasons and our calling to go into the gospel medical missionary
field. (45 min)

1603 – How is This to be Carried Out?

God has diagnosed one of the world’s biggest illnesses. We are plagued with
neglect, formalism, and selfishness. Thankfully, God also prescribes the solution.
Thomas Jackson describes how gospel medical missionary work is one of the
most effective ways to bring everyone closer to Christ. (60 min)

1907: God’s End-Time
Prayer to Revive His
Ordained Movement
(DVD)

God’s end-time people
have been eagerly awaiting
Jesus’ Second Coming for a long
time. Why hasn’t He returned
yet? (92 min)

1916: Competitive Christianity Part 2

Should we, as God’s people, be part of competitive
sports? How can competitiveness negatively change
us? Too easily people allow their competitiveness to
become the drive of their hearts. Peppers explains
how we shouldn’t allow our egos to grow, but
instead we should nurture the Holy Spirit within us.
(75 min)

sold as set only

Single Sermons
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1601 – Who is Called?

Wes Peppers discusses how prioritizing sports over
Christ is dangerous. Hear about how we are to seek
God first, and to set our minds above. Learn about
some of the troubling effects of sports on our relationships with others and how it can even hinder
our relationship with Christ. (60 min)

2 - DVD Set: $28.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

1915: Competitive Christianity Part 1

by Wes Peppers

Singles:

$36.00

by Wes Peppers

$12.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)

1908: The Atheist Who
Found God (DVD)

This is a beautiful personal testimony featuring Wes Pepper’s
incredible transformation from an
atheist to someone who sought after, loves, and follows God. Witness
how God can totally change our
lives. He works miracles in the lives
of those who willingly and actively
seek him. (55 min)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

1909: Cancer, Crisis, and
the Cross (DVD)

Wes Peppers discovered he had cancer
at the age of 28. Despite this horrifying
discovery, he saw his cancer battle as a
means and way to continue living for
the glory of God. Hear the incredible
story of Wes Pepper’s cancer crisis, and
the miracles he experienced during and
after his treatment. (65 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

by HalMayer

$12.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)

Studies on Ministry
by Kameron DeVasher

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

What is ministry? Maybe we can turn to our church leaders
to tell us. Or perhaps we should be turning to our Heavenly
Father, who is the ultimate and original minister. In
Kameron DeVasher’s Studies on Ministry Series, discover
the different ministries of Christ. These lessons help us
discover what we can be doing in our own walk with Christ
to minister effectively and efficiently.

1701: It Just Happened That Way

The Jesuit influence in the world has reached a critical
point. Hal Mayer evaluates the positions of power that
the Jesuits are quickly overtaking. How will this lead
to the influence of laws and globalism? Hear about
how society is also collaborating with Jesuits for
their own personal gain. Are we convinced that it just
happened that way? Is it coincidence or purposeful?
(70 min)

1702: Globalism’s Last Stand Part 1

Are you concerned about freedom, control, and national security? In part 1 of Globalism’s Last Stand, Hal
Mayer tells us about how the government is striving to
create a New World Order to control every aspect of our
lives. Thankfully the Bible has warned us about this, so
how should we live and what can we do to prepare?
(55 min)

4 - DVD Set:

$48.00

Singles:

$12.00

DVD Series #1900

OUR TIMES

Single DVDs

1421 – The Ministry of Angels

We all have an image of what Heaven is like in our minds.
However, does our imagination match what the Word of God
describes? Kameron DeVasher explores The ministry of Angels to
help us understand what God’s heavenly ministry is like. (50 min)

1422 – The Model Minister

Who is the model minister? How can we follow this model
in order to further God’s kingdom? Explore how Jesus
trained his disciples in order to train others. How are we
called to continue this great work? (43 min)

1423 – Ministry in the Early Church
1703: Globalism’s Last Stand Part 2

Is Globalism truly the answer to all our worldly troubles? The news and our world leaders seem to think
so. Starting with universal education, health, laws,
and soon a global religious system, God’s people are
being put to the test. Hal Mayer suggests how we can
combat this globalisation by relying on Christ and by
being in the world but not a part of it. (123 min)

1704: Edward Snowden, the NSA, and
the Third Elijah

God wants us to understand our current NSA surveillance threat, in order to prepare us for the future. With
challenging privacy concerns, Hal Mayer implores us
to turn to God to discover how we can become the
Third Elijah to defeat what is in this world. (90 min)

Do we know what ministry was like in the early church? Was it
better or worse than our modern day church? (43 min)

1424 – Doing the Wrong Job Well

The church in history is not the same church we have today. Many
church members and leaders have different priorities than the
early church. In part four of the Studies on Ministry series, Kameron
DeVasher speaks about doing the wrong job well, and how we must
return to the Biblical model of ministry. (43 min)

more

Documentaries
Messages from Heaven (DVD)

A Biblical examination of the Apparitions of the Virgin Mary
in the End Times. Reports of paranormal and supernatural
activity are on the rise worldwide. For instance, tens of
millions visit apparition sites hoping to encounter the Virgin
Mary. Many believe that these increasing manifestations
signal the advent of a new era on earth. Thousands of
messages from the apparition of Mary indicate that we are
entering a critical moment in world history - cataclysmic
changes may soon occur. (79 min)

$21.95

all prices are subject to
change without notice

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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On Islam

More than Dreams - DVD

For decades, a phenomenon has
been recurring in the Muslim world.
Men and women — without any
knowledge of the Gospel and without any contact with Christians —
have been forever transformed after
experiencing dreams and visions of
Jesus Christ. Here are five such stories of former Muslims who now
know Jesus as their Savior, recreated
in docu-drama format. View in their
original languages with English, or
dubbed in English with optional subtitles. (187 min)

$15.95

Coffee with the Prophet - BOOK
From cover to cover, Coffee with the
Prophet will be an eye-opener for
people all around the world.

Jesus and Muhammad
- BOOK

Islam and Terrorism
- BOOK

by Mark A.Gabriel

$13.99

This provocative book presents a factual analysis of the two most influential men of all time - Jesus, the
founder of Christianity, with 2 billion adherents, and Muhammad, the
founder of Islam, with 1.3 billion followers. (258 pages)

The Prophetic Picture
by Brother Shahbaz

965 – Antichrist Exposed

552 – Children of the East

Is Islam the great Antichrist power of Revelation Chapter
13? Why do some people believe this to be so? This study
will explore these misunderstandings and help expose
who the real Antichrist power is in the last days. (40 min)

553 – Islam the Prophetic Picture
- First Woe

What does prophecy really say about Islam? What role
do Muslims play in the end times? (56 min)

554 – Islam the Prophetic Picture - Second and
Third Woe

What are the second and third woes in the book of
Revelation? Do these concern Islam? (51 min)

555 – Jesus in the Koran

What does the Koran say about Jesus? Is this in line
with what the Bible says about Him? (55 min)

556 – What We Have in Common

What are the similarities between Muslims and Seventhday Adventists? (25 min)

557 – Shari’ah Law

What is the Shari’ah Law, and what jurisdictions of Islamic
life does it cover? (22 min)

10

by Shahbaz

551 – Light on My Path

Who are the Arabs? What is their lineage? Shahbaz
B. and Mike Avaylon discuss the children of the east
through an exegesis of Genesis 16. (53 min)

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

$13.99

For the readers of this book, the
motive behind Islamic world activity will no longer be a mystery. Each action is obviously rooted in the philosophy of
Islam. Now both the Christian
and the political world must decide how to react to Muhammad’s revelation. (235 pages)

Single DVDs

How does a Muslim growing up in Iran find Jesus? Listen
to the incredible testimony of Shahbaz to discover how
God works in strange and wonderful ways. (57 min)

$84.00
Singles: $12.00

by Mark A.Gabriel

Finally, the truth... about Jesus and
Muhammad.

After fourteen centuries of blind adherence, now is the time for a critical and thoughtful examination of the
book at the heart of Islam. (365 pages)
Volume 1: The Stories of the Prophets
Volume 2: Exposing the Truth about
the Qur’an

Set (7 DVDs):

An accurate, modern English
translation of the Qur’an, Islam’s holiest book. The pages
also contain bold statements
from the author and foot notes
to help the reader. (408 pages)

$28.00

$19.00

by Usama Dakdok

DVD Series #550

by Usama Dakdok

He asked for a sign from heaven. He
found it in a coffee shop. Coffee with
the Prophet: A 21st century encounter
with the prophet of Islam. (211 pages)

Exposing the Truth about
the Qur’an
- 2-Volume BOOK

$47.00

The Generous Qur’an
- BOOK

by Mark A.Gabriel

964 – Two Sons
Who are the children of the east and what is their relation to God’s people? This study will enhance your
understanding about Ishmael and his descendants, as
well as their role in relation to the Bible. (30 min)

966 – The Mercies of the Lord
Can we learn to trust God to sustain us through times of
trouble? If so, then how? How did the ancient Biblical
characters learn to trust God while they were going
through great adversity, persecution and hardships?
This study will help you understand the steps of how
you can trust God too. (30 min)

$12.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Walter Veith

Clash of Minds by Professor Walter J. Veith
We are all living together on Earth and need to figure out how to get along. With a population of over 7 billion
people, this may not always be easy. We all have different backgrounds, ethnicities, beliefs, and desires.
Though different, we are also unique and special in God’s eyes. He sees us as individuals with the freedom to
choose Him daily. We are different, but many see these differences as divisive. Different denominations believe
in different things, and these different belief systems prioritize theology differently.
It’s difficult enough to encounter division between Christians and unbelievers, but how much more troubling
is it when Christians disagree amongst themselves? In this 9-part series with professor Walter Veith, discover
some of the differences between believers and consider whether we can find a solution in Scripture. Whenever
we are in doubt and if we encounter a Clash of Minds, go to God. He has the answers to all of our troubles.

DVD Series #260
9 - DVD Lecture Set:

We cannot pick and choose the commandments that we
want to keep just because they are easy. We must give
God all or nothing. Choose to obey the Sabbath and give
the Lord your all, today. (70 min)

Singles:

$108.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

OUR TIMES

261 – Verily My Sabbaths

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

262 – Righteousness by Faith in Verity Part 1

What does righteousness by faith involve, and can
we separate the law from faith? (75 min)

266 – Without Me You Can Do Nothing

What is the ultimate defence against living amongst
the spiritually dead? Listen to this powerful video with
Walter Veith about how we are experiencing a battle
of the mind, and how Jesus Christ is the one and only
way out of the darkness. (80 min)

263 – Righteousness by Faith in Verity Part 2

God sent His one and only beloved Son to die for us,
and still many believers are reducing Jesus to being less
than the church. (77 min)

264 – Righteousness by Faith in Verity Part 3

The world is moving toward religious unity. Though
there are certainly similarities between religions, that
does not mean we should seek unity. Divisions exist for
many reasons, and we must examine why we are so
different. (51 min)

265 – A Double Portion

Can we receive more spirituality than we already have?
Watch as Professor Veith explores 2 Kings and the story
of Elijah and Elisha, and how we should all be praying
for double portions in our own lives. Do we have
enough knowledge and strength to arm ourselves
against the war upon God’s word? (95 min)

his lecture on the Herodian Mind, reminding us to
choose the one true God over the earthly gods that
evil has produced and propagated throughout our
culture. (65 min)

269 – I Think Therefore He Is

267 – The Herodian Mind Part 1

How often do we ignore God’s laws in favour of earthly
rules and beliefs? We always find justification for our
fleshly impulses, but do our actions reflect that Christ is
in our hearts? Walter Veith explores the Herodian Mind
and methods in which we can reconcile our worldly
laws with God’s law. (100 min)

268 – The Herodian Mind Part 2

There are compelling and disturbing trends in the world
that we need to keep our eyes on. In this 5-part series with
Professor Walter Veith we will look at the movements in the
religious world that are seeking to trivialize Jesus Christ and
to marginalize Protestants. What do the recent events on
the world stage mean in light of Biblical prophecy? Is Islam
rearing its head yet again? Are we reading the prophecies

Since we cannot see God, we often feel compelled to
grow closer to earthly authority figures. Sometimes
we trust in political or social leaders, deceived by their
friendly masks. Professor Walter Veith finishes off

From Crete to Malta
by Walter J. Veith

withstand. Who’s really in charge of theatre? Broadcasting?
Entertainment? News? Perhaps there is more going on behind
the scenes than we knew. Watch this compelling lecture
to discover who is pulling the strings and how we can see
241: Part 1 - As we go through the book of Acts we will see how
beyond appearances to what is really going on.
Paul’s sea voyage is a typology to how we should view the
244: Part 4 - In recent news we have seen more reports on
mission of the Advent movement. Are we headed in the right
ecumenism than ever before. We see people from all
direction? Are we doing what God has called us to do? We will
religions coming together. In this lecture with Pastor Walter
look at some current events to evaluate what’s coming next
Veith we will look at current events to reveal more troubling
from the enemy and see what he’s up to. Only then can we
moments and movements in the Catholic world. Do you
prepare and know how to respond.
know what is happening in Rome?
242: Part 2 - In this lecture with Pastor Walter Veith, we will
245: Part 5 - In this final lecture in professor Walter Veith’s series
investigate the role of these groups in history and end-time
From Crete to Malta, we will look at the USA as the image
prophecy. We will learn about famous families such as the
of the beast to more fully understand where we stand in
Medicis that changed Christianity into a man-centered religion.
the stream of time. This is a pivotal time in history. Rome is
There is a pattern of change happening, and if the aim is to
striving pull us into its arms. If anything is not aligned with
eradicate Protestantism, we ought to be awake and aware!
the Holy Bible, then it is not from God, so let’s get back to the
243: Part 3 - In this lecture with Walter Veith we will look at the
Reformation and not forget the protest that makes
Jesuits’ various methods in winning minds so we can
us Protestants!
all prices are subject to
change without notice

The famous philosophical phrase “I think, therefore I
am” implies that our own logic and reasoning has led
to our existence, and that we are powerful enough
to create our own truth. This theology shifts the
focus and power from God to men. Professor Walter
Veith shows how we are not the Almighty, and just
because we think, does not mean that we are. Watch
this video to understand the truth: I think, therefore
He is. (105 min)

DVD Series #240
5 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

$60.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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E N M I T Y
The Enmity Documentary Series is still in
production. Watch for updates on our blog:
www.enmitydocumentary.com.

It will consist of 15 episodes in documentary style
with Walter Veith as the primary guest speaker, a
narrator, and several other guest speakers. Updat-

ed visuals will modernize the message based
on the classic Total Onslaught with updated
information. The series is geared to a younger
audience that has less time to spend on the
full-length series. The tentative titles are:
#1: Battle Lines
#2: Operation Redemption
#3: History’s Prophecy
#4: The War on God’s Word
#5: The Masked Man
#6: The Seventh-day Standoff
#7: Babylon Now
#8: Vatican Rising
#9: The Esoteric Secret
#10: Two Endtime Allies
#11: A Global New Age
#12: Spiritual Unity, Global Control
#13: Spiritual Wake-up Call
#14: God’s Amassador
#15: The End Is Just the Beginning
Watch for the first episode coming out
early 2016.

New and improved!
Check out our re-designed Audio Library!
- FREE lectures
- Redesigned interface
- Improved Search
- Easy downloads

Audio Library
12

Listen to any of your favorite lectures anywhere you go! We supports all popular mobile devices.
Also check out free video lectures on ADtv (amazingdiscoveries.tv)!

Walter Veith
All the Way My Saviour Leads Me
by Walter J. and Sonica Veith
Walter Veith is the first speaker with whom Amazing Discoveries partnered to help spread the truth about God. He has traveled widely throughout North America and the world presenting his visually documented Amazing Discoveries seminar series
to large, enthusiastic crowds. He spent years as an atheist, married the daughter of an occultist, then finally converted to
Seventh-day Adventism.

DVD Series #980
6 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

$50.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

980A: Walter and Sonica Veith review their childhoods, their differ-

980D: The Veiths reveal all the difficult times in South

ent family backgrounds, and the way in which they were
brought together. Listen to how a former Catholic-turnedatheist and a daughter of an occultist comes to believe the
Truth. (1 hour, 39 minutes)
980B: Walter and Sonica describe all the difficulties they’ve faced as
new Adventists and how God was true in keeping them
through each ordeal. The Veiths describe their slow but sure
progression towards Jesus Christ, the challenges they’ve
faced along the way, and all the lessons they’ve learned. (1
hour, 6 minutes)
980C: The Veiths discuss their close encounters with the occult, and
how God made them stronger in Him after these astounding
occurrences. Also includes the bonus feature “Sonica’s Songs
and Stories,” with Sonica Veith describing her experiences
with God as an evangelist’s wife. (55 minutes)

Africa. How did these experiences prepare them for
Christian opposition? Includes the bonus feature
“A Peculiar People,” with Sonica Veith describing
her interaction and experience with an interesting
group of people in South Africa. (1 hour)
980E: See how the Veiths learned the true meaning of Matthew 6:33; “But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and
his righteousness; and all these things shall be added
unto you.” The Veiths learn to rely and depend solely
on God in order to achieve peace. (54 minutes)
980F: Walter discusses his controversial last visit to Germany.
Why did God permit these troubling times? Also, see
how the Veith’s persistence and search for truth led
them to very interesting discoveries. (58 minutes)

OUR TIMES

Sonica Veith’s life was destined down a path she could not have foreseen. Born into a family steeped in the occult, her father
a renowned man in occult circles, as a child she experienced occult phenomenon as an everyday occurrence. But God had different plans for her. Married to a scientist passionate about his work, and adamant that evolution was the answer to origins,
she journeyed through ups and downs as God led her to Himself and His Truth. How has God shaped Walter and Sonica Veith’s
life? Hear the Veiths’ fascinating life stories from childhood to their present day ministry.

Secret Mystery Series
A Lamp in the Dark (DVD)

Dark Clouds Over Elberton: The True
Story of the Georgia Guidestones
(DVD)

This film is about the persecuted church and the Word
of God. It is an exciting documentary that shows the
intriguing history of the Bible. Enter into a world of
saints and martyrs battling against spies, assassins, and
wolves in sheep’s clothing. (3 hours)

Researchers have wondered for decades about
the identity of R. C. Christian who erected a
monument in the remote town of Elberton, GA,
and the purpose of his mysterious structure.
After a five-year investigation, this powerful
documentary dares to solve the mystery of who
R.C. Christian really was. (3 hours)

$20.00
Tares Among the Wheat
by Chris J. Pinto

Tares Among the Wheat, sequel to Lamp In The Dark, will likely challenge what
most scholars believe about Bible history, and the origins of the current wave
of new translations that have flooded churches around the world. (2.5 hours)
Second part to this DVD is coming soon! Check our webstore for an update.

$24.95

$20.00
all prices are subject to
change without notice

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Critical thinking
Come Search With Me
by Subodh Pandit

8 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

$96.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #2200

DVD Titles:
2201: Theism & Atheism, Reason and Faith

Is faith irrational? Is atheism backed by good reason?
Doctor Pandit reviews some key terms that atheists and
believers disagree about, and leads us into a meaningful
and thoughtful discourse about the evidence, neutrality,
and confirmation bias about faith. (105 min)

2202: Scrutiny of Relativism & Pluralism

Listen and learn about how we can properly address
why every religion claims to be the only way to
salvation. How is this incompatible with pluralism?
Hear Doctor Pandit reveal the logical and reasonable
explanation for why relativism and pluralism is not
compatible with truth. (45 min)
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2203: Comparison of Religious Literature

Doctor Pandit evaluates Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam to show the differences between
them. If each and every one of these religions claim to be
the one and only way to salvation, we must investigate
carefully to discover the contrasts behind these belief
systems. Pandit shows compelling historical evidence to
sway us in favor of the truth: history proves the veracity of
the Bible. (60 min)

2204: Comparison of the Founders 1

Learn how we can honestly inquire about Jesus’ life
and the writings of the Bible. Perhaps, as many people
believe, Jesus was just a good moral teacher but not the
son of God. Pandit reveals his own searching methods to
help us glean that we must accept that either He is, or He
isn’t the son of God. (31 min)

2205: Comparison of the Founders 2

In the fifth part of Come Search With Me, Doctor Pandit
brings the life record of religious founders into question.
Did the lives of these religious leaders coincide with their
written teachings? Jesus’ life was the only man whose
theory matched His practice. He has set a perfect example
for us, so He has the one and only right to ask us to follow
Him. (54 min)

2206: Post Death Scene - Climate after Founders
Death

Jesus claims He’ll always be with us, and that He will
return. Because of how incredible His life sounds, many
people have come up with theories to disprove Jesus’
resurrection. Doctor Pandit uses his deductive inquiry
skills to debunk each of these theories to reveal the
miraculous truth that Jesus did die, and He did rise
again. (53 min)

2207: Sequel to the Search - A Review

Many people think that Christianity is the best religion
or that it’s somehow superior to all the other belief
systems in the world. However, Doctor Pandit explores
the ideas that Christianity isn’t necessarily better than
other religions, but it is instead entirely different. In
this seventh lecture from the Come Search With Me
series, Pandit leads us into further exploration of what
makes Christianity, and Christ, so special. (38 min)

2208: The Supreme Transaction

In this final lecture from the Come Search With Me
series with Doctor Pandit, we explore the core of the
Christian message, which Doctor Pandit refers to as
“The Transaction.” What is this important transaction
and how has it impacted all Christians and our
salvation? (54 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Walter Veith Classics
Total Transformation
by Professor Walter J. Veith
18 - DVD Lecture Set:

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

Am I my B ro t h e r ’s Ke e p e r ?

1001 - Co-dependence

This DVD gives a glimpse of God’s order of things
and His ideal world. (1 hr 45 min)

1002 - Thou Art Mine

Acknowledging God’s ownership requires that
we commit to Him and transform our approach
towards the worship of God. (1 hr 45 min)

1003 - 1844 in Type and Antitype

The Exodus movement and conquest of Canaan,
serves as a type for the remnant Church, which
experiences a similar call out of Egypt and
Babylon. (1 hr 35 min)

1004 - 1888: On the Borders of Canaan

Study the typology comparing the experience of
Israel about to enter the Promised Land with the
Advent movement’s similar event in 1888.
(1 hr 40 min)

1005 - No Time for Rebellion

Explore the symbolic application of Korah’s
rebellion. As the children of Israel experienced the
rebellion of Korah, so antitypical Israel experienced
a similar history. (1 hr 10 min)

1006 - Nothing But This Manna

Rebellion against God’s precepts in literal Israel’s
time brought physical and spiritual pain, misery,
and suffering. The same applies in the time of
antitypical Israel. (1 hr 40 min)

DVD Series #1000

1007 - Look and Live

The remedy for Israel’s sin—the serpent on the
pole erected by Moses—is the great message of
righteousness by faith. (1 hr 10 min)

1008 - Baal-Peor

On the very borders of Canaan, ancient Israel
observed Baal worship, took part in it, and even
brought its practices into the camp. What will be
for antitype? (1 hr 15 min)

1009 - Laodicea – The Piercing Look

The message of Laodicea depicts the true
condition of God’s people. This message is
applicable to God’s end-time Church. (1 hr 30 min)

1010 - Am I My Brother’s Keeper?

In a church divided doctrinally, spiritually, and
emotionally, brotherly love is hard to come by.
(1 hr 25 min)

1011 - Mordecai in the Gate

The story of Mordecai serves as a type of the
events which will soon overflow God’s people in
the implementation of the mark of the Beast. (2
hr 25 min)

1012 - Jeremiah: Prophet of Doom

The events in Jeremiah’s time serve as a type for
the events at the end of time in God’s Church. (1
hr 55 min)

1013 - Haggai : A Call to Sanctification

1014 - Nehemiah: Governor of Israel

Nehemiah led the children of Israel in the
reconstruction of the temple. In the same way,
the Holy Spirit works amidst God’s people today
to reconstruct the Church. (2 hrs)

1015 - Ruth: From Ashes to Glory

The story of Ruth is the story of Christ and His
bride. It is a message of hope for all who have
been separated from His grace through lineage,
apostasy, and stature. (1 hr 25 min)

BIBLE TOPICS

Singles:

$180.00

1016 - I Hear the Rumbling

Look at parallels between the siege of Jerusalem
and the end-time siege of Jerusalem. What is the
abomination that causes desolation? Where are we
in the stream of time? (1 hr 25 min)

1017 - I Hear an Abundance of Rain

God’s people have been waiting for the
outpouring of the latter rain since Pentecost. The
question is, do we meet the conditions required
for such an outpouring?
(1 hr 45 min)

1018 - More Are the Children of the Barren
Woman

The children of promise were always in a
minority. However, in the final analysis they will
be the majority. (1 hr 35 min)

The prophet Haggai rallied Israel to rebuild the
temple. In the same way, we have to rally to build
God’s Church. (1 hr 35 min)

Faith on the Line
Dare to Stand

It’s getting harder and harder for Christians to stand up for the truth and resist error. Faith
on the Line: Dare to Stand helps you find the encouragement you need to keep the faith.
In times of serious compromise, this magazine provides solid information on current issues
and trends to help you in your Christian walk.

Subscribe today by visiting amazingdiscoveries.org/webstore
and clicking the subscriptions link.
Price: $25.00/year (Canada and USA) $30.00 (International). Four issues yearly.
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Single sermon DVDs
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$9.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)

by Walter J. Veith

$12.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $8.00

Single MP4: $9.00

921: Rise & Shine

901 - From Evolutionist to Creationist

If we have all the right answers to tough questions, why are there
still unbelievers? What can we do differently to declare the truth
to all the nations? Walter presents us with the difference between
telling and showing and how we can address difficult questions by
living out the answers. (60 min)

Professor Veith’s personal life story from an atheistic
evolutionist to a creationist. (90 min)

903 - 1844 - The Day that Changed the World

922: Without Spot or Wrinkle

What happened in this momentous year when time prophecy ended
and judgement began? (52 min)

How can we present ourselves to our Lord without spot or
wrinkle? Even in all our sin, can we still find redemption?
Walter parallels our modern day struggles with the story
of Jacob’s sinful sons. If they could find forgiveness at the
end, can we also? (60 min)

904 - Faith

923: Remember

Faith compares the differences between faith and experiential
religion. What faith do we need to survive the endtimes? (47 min)

Why do we so easily forget the commandments of
the Bible? Though the word “remember” occurs many
times throughout the Bible, it seems that we too
easily forget. Walter Veith explores John 14-16 and
the importance of remembering to follow the word
of God as it is written. (90 min)

905 - Army of the Lord

Be reminded that Christ will conquer the opposition—including
the sin that lives in each of us. (40 min)

924: Speak to the Rock
906 - Come Up Higher

Jesus tells us in Matthew 5:17 that He
came to fulfill the law. What does this
really mean? (40 min)

What does it mean to “speak to the Rock”? In this DVD,
Walter shows many examples of people speaking to
the Rock in the Bible, and how God wants to have a
relationship with us in which we speak to Him. (90 min)

925: Early Advent Hope and Eternal Life
How can we show Hope, Faith, and Love to others? Can
we automatically get eternal life once we have these
things? Watch Walter explore the parable of the Good
Samaritan, linking it to our current struggles with
loving our neighbors as ourselves. (60 min)

907 - Consuming Fire

What is our duty as Seventh-day Adventist Christians? How
do we live out that calling? (85 min)

$12.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $8.00

951 - Life Experiences
Interview with Walter J.Veith:
Vol 1. (120 min)
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Interviews

with Walter J. Veith

952 - Heart to Heart
Interview with Walter J.Veith:
Vol 2. (120 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

953 - A Healthy Lifestyle
Interview with Walter
J.Veith: Vol 3. (120 min)

Single sermon DVDs
$9.00 each(DISK ONLY, no case)
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Single MP4: $8.00

by Victor Gill

on Spiritual Formation:

$9.00 each (DISK ONLY, no case)
912 - Make Haste

Single MP4: $8.00

“The church is God’s appointed agency for the salvation of
men. ” AA, 9, 10. For the consecrated Christian there can
be no rest as long as there are unsaved souls. (45 min)

918 - Sleepwalking
Spiritual Formation... Could these new methods of
spirituality actually be leading people away from the
truth as found in Jesus Christ and preparing us for the
new cosmic Christ? (60 min)

913 - Are you Ready?

BIBLE TOPICS

Are we, as a church, ready for what lies ahead?
Are we ready for Jesus to come? (55 min)

915 - The Alpha of Apostasy
914 - Fully Surrendered, Totally Committed
There is no limit to the usefulness of the one who, putting
self aside, makes room for the working of the Holy Spirit
upon His heart and lives a life wholly consecrated to God.
( 8T 19). (55 min)

917 - Keep Looking to Jesus
Our counsel is to keep our eyes focused on our
Redeemer and to accept His perfect character
that He offers to impart to us. (60 min)

by Chad Kreuzer
1218 - Wrath of God (DVD)

Listen to remarkable stories of Christian martyrs
throughout history who willingly and joyfully sacrificed
their lives on the altar of faith. Did Jesus die the 1st or the
2nd death? Find out on this DVD! (55 min)
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The alpha of apostasy introduced to our church by John
Harvey Kellogg included controlling minds, resisting the
counsel of the Spirit of Prophecy, the exaltation of self, and
his insistence of advocating false theories concerning the
personality and presence of God. (48 min)

916 - The Omega of Apostasy
Spiritualism is now changing its form, veiling some of its
more objectionable and immoral features and assuming a
Christian guise. Formerly it denounced Christ and the Bible;
now it professes to accept both. (50 min)

by Dan Gabbert
981 - Watch and Pray

“Watch and pray that you may not fall into temptation”.
Why was it important for the disciples to pray? Dan
Gabbert believes that this counsel is valid for us today.
(60 min)

$10.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

$15.00 (DISK IN A CASE)

Single MP4: $8.00

Single MP4: $9.00

all prices are subject to
change without notice

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Spiritual Formation

Victor Gill
Living for Jesus

LE
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The Omega Rebellion

by Victor Gill

6 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

By Rick Howard

$50.00

3 - DVD Lecture Set:

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Singles:

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

#731 - Living for Jesus

Let’s investigate what it truly means to live for Jesus. What is involved and is the way easy
or difficult? Whether we encounter challenges along our Christ-walk or not, we need to
understand the significance of living for Jesus in all aspects of our lives. (42 min)

#732 - The Power, Privilege, and Necessity of Prayer

Prayer is vital for a growing and maturing relationship with Christ. It is the key to our faith.
Through prayer we can better understand God’s wisdom and plan for us, and it is important
to sense the need for prayer at all times. Remember that it is not we that live, but it is Christ
that lives in us. The only way we can allow Christ to live in us is for us to invite Him in, and
that is through prayer! (38 min)

Rick Howard shares the story of how his search for truth
was roadblocked by snares of the New Age Movement. Learn how only through God’s power
was Rick freed from the fascination and power of the occult. (71 min)

652 - Deceptions in Spiritual Formation
Learn how a new, disguised pantheism is being offered God’s Church today in the form of
spiritual formation. (56 min)

653 - The Writing of the Omega Rebellion
Discover the purpose and heart behind the book The Omega Rebellion as author Rick
Howard shares how he was urged by the Spirit of God to communicate a message about
the use of ancient mystical practices. (90 min)

#733 - Feasting at His Table

The Omega The Train of Deception
Progresses

We will look at the mystery of Godliness as it were a beautiful table of food that God Himself
has prepared for us. We will also look at the plan of salvation in the light of the Sanctuary.
How do the three parts of the Sanctuary correspond to the feast meals? (37 min)

#734 - Where is Your Faith?

The entire plan of salvation is linked with faith. So if faith is so important, how come
sometimes our faith is misplaced? Remember that sometimes our faith can also be tested,
so we may not always get exactly what we bargained for in our Christian journey. But
every promise of the Bible is ours to claim, we just need to learn to nurture and develop
our faith day by day. (55 min)

3- DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

#735 - Watchman, What of the Night?

Since we have Christ with us and we are spiritual sons and daughters of Jesus, we are
called out to be watchmen along the walls. The night is coming, so we need to be wary,
aware, awake, and ready. Evil and dark things come in the night, and they can sneak up
on us if we are unprepared or caught unaware. Do we know what of the night? (63 min)

#736 - Knowing the Time

We have so many facts and figures available to us, but oftentimes we do not know how to
interpret this information or we are not looking at the right data. We are preoccupied with
what is happening in the here and now and put the future on the back burner. We forget
that prophecy will fulfill itself and many things are still to come. We need to know the
time and the signs of the time. (43 min)

654 - Back to Babylon –will We Ever Learn?

We can’t learn new truth from Babylon. When we choose to listen to a mixture of
truth and error, we are violating the counsel that God has given us. (45 min)

655 -Papal Teaching in God’s Church

How did the leaders of the One project find major positions in Seventh-day Adventist
colleges? We are called to make a decision and must refuse to forsake the holy
covenant. (45 min)
Globalism is real and is happening right now. Spiritual formation will be the main
tool used to evangelize the whole world. (35 min)

Living by Faith

by Dave Fiedler
For nearly a century, the idea that the
Seventh-day Adventist Church would
ever again be troubled and tempted
by pantheism seemed absurd. But the
prophet said another test is coming.
Now... it looks like the Omega may be
here. (191 pages)

$14.99

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

Tremble

Meet It: Iceberg of Deception A Look Beneath the Surface
by Rick Howard
From the foreward, by Steve
Wohlberg: “In his newest book,
Meet It, Pastor Rick Howard boldly
speaks out against emerging
church heresies and Roman Catholic
mysticism, not outside of Adventism,
but within it... (158 pages)

DVD Series #657

$30.00

656 - Dangers of the Emerging Church

Related Books
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DVD Series #650

651 - Encounters in the New Age

DVD Series #730

$13.99

$30.00

by Waggoner & Jones
Very soon we will come to the greatest time
of trouble our world has ever experienced.
How can we be ready for this?

$10.95

What is this everlasting gospel? How do
we prepare for the judgment? How do we
give glory to God? How do we worship the
Creator? (155 pages)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Single sermons
$9.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $8.00

1503 - The Truth About Temptation - Self
Control in an Out of Control World

1501 - Immune to the Gospel

Why is it that the Christian world at large has become indifferent
to the power and beauty of the Gospel? How does it happen
that we lose our focus and gradually find ourselves no longer
impacted by the truth we once loved and lived for? (55 min)

1502 - The Hardest Prayer

Nobody lives without being tempted. Discover three lies about
temptation that are so common in our day and age. Learn
practical principles that will help you resist temptation. (45 min)

1504 - My Dream His Dream

The Lord’s prayer is repeated millions of times every day
by Christians all over the world. This prayer has become a
tradition rather than an experience. Discover how we can
make this prayer the very heartbeat of our lives. (50 min)

Daniel Pel shares his testimony about how God led him
through challenging moments of his life and called him
to share the truths of the Bible around the world. (60 min)

by Dr. Gerhard Padderatz

by Randy Skeete

1317 - Step Off the Boat (DVD)

985 - In the Meantime (DVD)
Do you have eternal life? Are you eating the flesh
of the Son of God? Whosoever eateth My flesh and
drinketh My blood has eternal life. These are symbols
of how we obtain eternal life from God. (59 min)

Does witnessing for Jesus sometimes make you nervous? In this
DVD, Gerhard Padderatz sympathizes with the difficulties of being
a witness for Jesus, and shares some principles that can help us
break out of our silent comfort zone and start sharing Jesus with
our friends, neighbours, acquaintances and strangers in everyday
conversations. (58 min)

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $8.00

Single MP4: $8.00

Mega Trends
of our Times
by Gerhard Padderatz

1301- The 12 Global Trends of our Times
Where is the world heading? In this exciting presentation, Dr.
Padderatz discusses the global trends he sees occurring around
us. (56 min)

1302 - Why We Can Rely on the Bible
From a pagan king’s dream in ancient times to prophecy being
fulfilled today, history is proving the Bible true. (50 min)

1303 - The United States in Prophecy
What does the Bible says about America’s future? Revelation 13
sheds helpful light on the situation in the USA. (59 min)

1304 - Heading for Christian Theocracy
Recent and current developments in the USA can be better
understood when seen in the light of Revelation 13. (74 min)

1305 - The Picture of God
The consequences of Satan’s rebellion, and the consequences
of our own choices, have led to the state of our planet today.
(69 min)

DVD Series #300
14 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

1306 - The New Face of Christianity

$140.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

all prices are subject to
change without notice

BIBLE TOPICS
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by Daniel Pel

Gerhard Padderatz surveys global Christendom and offers
an analysis of the Charismatic phenomenon and movement.
(63 min)

1307 - Zeitgeist: The Way We Think Without Knowing that
We Think That Way
Dr. Padderatz analyzes some major philosophical and popular
trends and their effects on the Christian faith. (52 min)

1308 - The New Face of Christianity, Part 2
Unfortunately, there are unmistakable connections between the
Emerging Christian Church and the New Age Movement. (43 min)

1309 - Beyond the Horizon
The Bible talks about the resurrection of God’s people, a millennium of peace, a heavenly Jerusalem, and a new Earth. Gerhard
Padderatz helps us better comprehend these concepts. (64 min)

1310 - Limits of God’s Power
Do you sometimes feel that God isn’t listening to your prayers?
Gerhard Padderatz unpacks six reasons why God will not always
answer our prayers the way we expect. (60 min)

1311 - The New Heart
Where is the synthesis of our need to be changed by God and His
respect for our free will? (38 min)

1312 - The Second Coming of Christ
Dr. Padderatz examines recent signs that indicate the nearness of
Jesus’ return. (60 min)

1313 - How Will I be Saved?

How does the law God gave to His people of old fit together with
the concept of grace? (44 min)

1314 - Right and Wrong Worship

The Sabbath Day has been and will continue to be a contentious
issue for Bible believers. Follow Gerhard Padderatz as he ponders
this subject in its prophetic context. (49 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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What Faith Is
by Joel Kratzke

7 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:
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Lightning
from Heaven
by Kameron DeVasher

$70.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

5 - DVD Lecture Set:

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

Singles:

1111-Faith is Substantial
We must learn to believe, know, expect, and depend upon God’s Word to do exactly as
it says. This is the foundation of faith. (45 min)

1112- Faith is Enduring
Why do trials come? How do we endure? The answer is faith, and here we find that
faith is living by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God. (50 min)

1113- Faith Proof
Faith is more than a feeling, more than an opinion, and even more than a belief. Faith has
substance—it can be seen, witnessed, and experienced. In short, faith works! (55 min)

1114-Faith Speak
There are those who purport to be Christian, yet when they open their mouths, their words
tell a different story. Just as faith affects our actions, faith also affects our speech. (50 min)

1115-Faith In The Presence of Sinners
James 4 indicates that those of faith do not have a distinguishing heart, which means
they do not need to be partial towards anyone, even those in sin. How do those caught in
sin feel around you? Do they feel comfortable? Should they feel comfortable? (60 min)

1116-Faith In The Here And Now
Should we wait for our sins to be overcome ‘sometime’ or should we expect the Word of
God to take effect in our lives right here and right now? Faith says now! (55 min)

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #1400

DVD Series #1110

$50.00

1401- An Enemy Has Done This
Look closely at Christ’s own explanation for the existence of evil in Matthew 13. Investigate
questions like “Is God responsible for evil” and “if He is a God of both love and power, why
hasn’t He finally ended evil?” (50 min)

1402- The Last Link of Sympathy
Even though Satan had been physically removed from the courts of heaven some 4,000 years
earlier, it was only the sacrifice of Jesus that finally severed what Mrs. White called “the last
link of sympathy between Satan and the heavenly world.” (50 min)

1403- The Earnest Expectation
If, by killing the sinless Son of God, Satan finally revealed himself to be the murderer he was
from the beginning, why wasn’t he also destroyed the moment Christ died? (53 min)

1404-Every Knee Shall Bow
Why would a God of love destroy all the wicked at the second coming only to raise all the wicked
to life again after 1000 years... only to just turn around and kill them again?! By God’s grace we’ll
see the vital significance this final step has in the destruction of Satan. (53 min)

1405- From This World to the Next
At the most basic level, what does it mean to be a citizen of heaven? How can God leave our
freedom of choice intact and yet guarantee that no one will ever choose rebellion again? (44 min)

1117-The Rust of The Story
Many people place their faith in the things of this world—power, fame, money—yet
they never find peace or true joy. (60 min)
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by Daniel Pel

by Daniel Pel

3 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

3 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

$30.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #1510

$30.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #1505
1506 - Counteracting Culture

1511 - Reality Check
Can we live in two separate worlds? We need a “reality check” to experience the fullness
of Gospel living.

1512 - Temporal Pursuits and Eternal Realities
When viewed in the light of Eternity, all our temporal pursuits and difficulties can
become an instrument through which the Gospel can go forth unhindered.

1513 - Something or Someone?
Once separated from the Creator, His gifts became distorted and turned into an object of
affection and worship by us.

20

The Shaping
Factor

Explore how in the days of Jeremiah the culture shaped the nation of Israel. They tried to
restore their identity by creating self-proclaimed laws and rituals. Jesus and His teachings
were a threat and collided with these unBiblical laws and rituals. Does His Gospel collide
with today’s culture in a similar way?

1507 - Lest We Hinder the Gospel of Christ
What does it mean to be shaped by God? How can this be achieved? Our heart does not
need mere modification, it needs to be totally transformed, and this can only be delivered
through Jesus Christ.

1508 - Agents of Reconciliation
God has a calling for each of us to be agents of His reconciliation and He will shape our
circumstances to fulfill His mission.

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Randy Skeete

A Closer Look

874 - The Second Time Around

by Randy Skeete

When God gave life to Adam (Gen 2:7) and to every living thing
(Eccl 3:11) it did not cost Him His life. But when Adam died
spiritually because of sin, it cost God His life. Learn about the
huge implications of the second time around. (40 min)

871 - A Piece of Cake
What is the first promise in Scripture? Genesis 3:15 says, “I will put
enmity between thee and the woman.” Every other promise made in
the Bible is based on this striking line. (45 min)

872 - Better than the Best
The greatest event in the history of existence is the atoning sacrifice
of Jesus, the Son of God. Yet, the Bible says in 1 Samuel 15:22, “to
obey is better than sacrifice.”What does that mean? (45 min)

873 - Opposites Attract
The high and holy God is light (1 John 1:5) while fallen mankind is
described as darkness (Eph 5: 8). If light and darkness are opposites
and are to have no fellowship (2 Cor 6:14) how does God attract the
sinner to Himself? (35 min)

7 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

What does it mean to be lost in love? Love is the greatest
commandment, and yet it is one of the most difficult to abide
by. Discover how we can hate God while claiming to love Him,
and how we can learn to be found in love with Christ. (40 min)

876 - Walking with Giants
When we spend a lot of time with someone, they can start to
affect us. By reading Scripture, meditating on His word, and
prayerfully learning more about Christ, we can learn to walk
with giants now and also in heaven. (38 min)

877 - Gifts are Received, not Taken
We each have unique gifts, given to us from God. However, there
is a right and wrong way to accept these gifts, and a righteous
and unrighteous way to use our gifts. Familiarize yourself with
the differences between receiving Godly gifts, and unrighteously
taking them. (55 min)

$72.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

The Roots
of Truth

Living His Life
by Randy Skeete

6 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

by Randy Skeete

$60.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

6 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

DVD Series #860

DVD Series #850
851 - Living the Good Life
When Jesus said, “It is written, man shall not live by bread alone, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God,” what exactly did He mean?
Does that meaning still apply to us today? (47 min)

852 - In His Image
“In His image” is the standard God set for humanity at Creation. Not even sin
changed that standard, because God does not change. (49 min)

853 - Above and Beyond
According to Jesus, the righteousness of those who are saved must exceed the
righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees. Was Jesus promoting competition,
or what was He really saying? (50 min)

854 - Living Lawfully
There is a common theme that binds all of Creation-from the angel Gabriel to
an amoeba. To live contrary to that most important theme will endanger the
integrity of the universe and the government of God. (51 min)

855 - The Best of Everything
The Israelites were God‘s chosen, beloved, and blessed people. Of the numerous privileges granted to them, one stood highest of all. (50 min)

856 - A Gift From God
God offered humanity the best gift He could give. Those who receive it receive
the very life of God; still most people reject it. What is this gift? (47 min)
all prices are subject to
change without notice

BIBLE TOPICS

DVD Series #870

875 - Lost in Love

$60.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

861-The Eternal Word
Faith is the only way the believer can please God (Hebrews 11:6), and faith comes
by hearing and hearing by the Word of God. It is therefore vital that the Christian
understand the nature and importance of God’s Word. (40 min)

862-Dust to Dust
An understanding of what Scripture teaches about the state of the dead, is the Christian’s defense against the deception of end time spiritualism. (30 min)

863-The Holy Day
Genesis 2 is the root of the Bible’s doctrine of the Sabbath and the fourth commandment. The student who grasps the significance of this passage will never be seduced
into accepting the Satanic, unbiblical doctrine of Sunday sacredness. (45 min)

864-Cain and Abel
Sin and righteousness are the two greatest opposites in the universe and may best be
understood as they are contrasted one with the other. (50 min)

865-The Other Adam
The argument over male headship, particularly in the church, has raged in the SDA
church for decades. This lecture offers another perspective...entirely Biblical. (45 min)

866-This Property is Condemned
Were all people justified by the death of Jesus? If so, what is the role of that great
divine gift to humanity–choice? Is salvation a unilateral decision or is it in some way
cooperative? (40 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Meeting the
Crisis in Peace
by Dan Gabbert

8 - DVD Lecture Set:
Singles:

Complete
Restoration
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by Dan Wilson

$80.00

9 - DVD Lecture Set:

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Singles:

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

$90.00

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #800

DVD Series #880

This series is designed to prepare you for Jesus’ Second Coming and your destiny that
will be decided on that climactic day. Dan Gabbert uncovers end-time deceptions
and shares the peace in Christ that is every believer’s.

801 - Preparation—Why? (52 min) 806 - The Law God Wants us to
802 - KLTO Plan (56 min)
Break - Part 2 (48 min)
803 - Christ—How Come? (66 min) 807 - The Persuadeds—How
804 - The Power of the Plan (57 min)
Come? (70 min)
805 - The Law God Wants us to
808 - Meeting the Crisis in Peace
(68 min)
Break - Part 1 (46 min)

Exploring Biblical stories and prophecies from Genesis to Revelation, Dan Wilson
uncovers God’s ultimate message and desire for us in this 9-part, eye-opening
series that spans human history and reveals God’s “big picture” plan.

881- Babylon is Fallen (60 min)
882 - The Hour of His Judgement
(60 min)

883 - The Ever Lasting Gospel (50 min)
884 - Restoration (60 min)

885 - Fear God? (60 min)
886 - Give Him Glory (55 min)
887 - Worship Him (45 min)
888 - Maddening Wine (60 min)
889 - The Third Angel (45 min)
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Bibles
KJV Bible

Remnant Study Bible

Personal Size Giant Print
Reference Bible: Black/Tan Flexisoft (Book)

(KJV versions)

Genuine Top-grain Leather BROWN or Genuine Top-grain
Leather Black, choose between NKHV or KJV version.
The new Remnant Study Bible is unique in ways
that set it apart from all others. This Bible combines
special comments by E. G. White with the text of
the New King James Version. In addition, this Bible
is replete with a full array of Bible study aids.

$114.99 each

KJV Bible - Westminster
Reference Bible

$29.95

This Hendrickson KJV Bible offers giant print for
readability, is enhanced by useful study helps and
references, and features a convenient size for easy
portability. Its easy-to-read type, affordability,
size, and reference features combine to make it the
ideal Bible for both devotional and study purposes.
(1656 pages)

KJV Bible

Large Print Thinline Reference Bible: Black and Cocoa or Slate/Blue Flexisoft

More than 80,000 references, includes concordance and maps, various
other Bible study helps, and is bound in premium calfskin leather with gift
presentation page. ( 1728 pages)

$80.00
Our Authorized Bible
Vindicated
by B.J. Wilkinson

There has been an ongoing debate as to which translation of the Bible is best.
Are the new translations actually “better” than the King James Version? This
book will give you a better appreciation of the problems of translating, and a
deeper esteem for the King James Version. (258 pages)

$15.99
23

all prices are subject to
change without notice

$24.95

$24.95

This Hendrickson Bible fits comfortably into the hand with a one inch
wide spine and has clear, large type. Commuters, students, and those
looking for a special gift will benefit from having this Bible. Stylish, twotone flexisoft bindings enhance the value of this volume as a special gift.
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Phillip Sizemore

For Every Truth

Single Sermons

by Phillip Sizemore

$10.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00

1801 - Lord, I Want to be a Christian

DVD Series #600
10 - DVD Lecture Set: $100.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title
In this 10-part series, Pastor Phillip Sizemore takes the listener on a journey through Old Testament and New Testament stories and applies their lessons to our lives today. Travel through the
Old Testament and glean lessons from the Israelites and important figures like David and Gideon.
Explore parables in the New Testament that remind us to live boldly and genuinely for Jesus and
to be prepared for His Second Coming. Phillip Sizemore brings the Bible to light in new ways as
he expounds the intricacies and subtler statements lurking in the text.

601 - At the Border (56 min)
602 - I Told You Before (58 min)
603 - Holy Flesh (67 min)
604 - The Door Was Shut (39 min)
605 - Prophetic Proof (75 min)

606 - David and Goliath (60 min)
607 - Little Leaven (48 min)
608 - A New Name (42 min)
609 - The Man that God Called God (41 min)
610 - For Every Truth (53 min)

A Reason to Believe
by Phillip Sizemore

GMOs; Gospel Modified Organizations, have corrupted and altered
the Word for different reasons. Phillip Sizemore describes how
changing the Gospel is more dangerous and destructive than
genetically modifying foods. Altering DNA in foods may result in a
temporary death, but altering the Word may result in everlasting
punishment. (48 min)

1803 - What the Rapture Left Behind
When Christ comes again, will we be ready and know what is
happening? Phillip Sizemore delves into the Bible to show us the
true nature of the rapture, and shows us the troubling deceptions
many Christians believe about Christ’s second coming. (60 min)

No Excuses
by Phillip Sizemore

6 - DVD Lecture Set: $60.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD Series #620

Join Phillip Sizemore as he explores Bible prophecy and examines core Bible doctrines like
the identity of the Antichrist, God’s day, the judgment, how Jesus fulfilled time prophecy at His first appearance, what happens to people when they die and what the Bible
teaches about hell.

631 - A Reason to Believe (70 min)
632 - The Antichrist ( 90 min)
633 - The Antichrist vs. God’s Day

24

1802 - No GMO’s for Me, Please

7 - DVD Lecture Set: $70.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

DVD Series #630

(75 min)

Being a Christian is not a simple and easy way of life. It is often
plagued with trials. However, we have Christ and His word on
our side. Phillip Sizemore helps explain how we can become
true Christians, and how we can make changes that will lead to
heavenly rewards. (85 min)

634 - Time of the Judgment ( 55 min)
635 - Just in Time (90 min)
636 - What Happens at Death (80 min)
637 - Hell ( 80 min)

Does it seem like the Lord has long delayed His return? Speaker/evangelist Phillip Sizemore delves into the issues facing the languishing church of the last days as she awaits
her Lord’s return. What did Noah have in common with the saints of today?

621 - You Knew ( 70 min)
624 - The Watchmen (60 min)
622 - The Rebellion ( 60 min)
625 - To the Gentiles ( 70 min)
623 - In the Days of Noah ( 50 min) 626 - Bible Study ( 75 min)

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Wes Peppers
The Sanctuary, Surrender,
and the Spirit in the Last Days
by Wes Peppers

In this three part series featuring Wes Peppers, discover the significance behind the sanctuary, surrender, and
the spirit in the last days. With Jesus now in heaven and the sanctuary of Moses’ day being long gone, is the
sanctuary message still applicable to us today? As we are passing through the last days, we can still look to the
sanctuary and temple to know how to act and live now.

1911 - The Sanctuary, Surrender, and the Spirit in the Last Days Part 1
This introductory message to the series reveals where we stand in earth’s history, where
we came from, where we are going, and how that impacts how we live our lives today.
(55 min)

DVD Series #1910

1912 - The Sanctuary, Surrender, and the Spirit in the Last Days Part 2

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

We are weak, but we can be made strong through the Holy Spirit. Learn about how to
protect His temple from sin through Christ’s power. (80 min)

BIBLE TOPICS

3 - DVD Lecture Set: $30.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

1913- The Sanctuary, Surrender, and the Spirit in the Last Days Part 3
The sanctuary in Exodus may have existed a long time ago, but the heavenly sanctuary
still flourishes. Discover practical applications for the sanctuary, temple, and spirit in this
presentation. (80 min)

Chad Kreuzer
That You May Know You Have Eternal Life
by Chad Kreuzer
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L
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In the series, That You May Know You Have Eternal Life, Chad Kreuzer
examines the issues that pertain to having a successful Christian walk so
that you may know you have eternal life. Learn how to apply the same
techniques that made Scripture study come alive to the ancient Hebrews,
understand what the sanctuary taught about salvation, gain new perspective on suffering, and marvel at the mystery of godliness.

12 - DVD Lecture Set: $120.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

1221 - That You May Know You Have Eternal Life

DVD Series #1220

People may perceive salvation with great joy; others tremble at the
words “eternal life,” because they are unsure whether they have it.
Discover how to be sure. (60 min)

1222 - Salvation and the Sanctuary

What does the Old Testament sanctuary have to do with the
plan of salvation? (56 min)

1223 - Born Again

What does it mean to be born again and how can I have this
experience in my life? Find the Biblical and practical answers
to these questions. (49 min)

1224 - Bible Study

1225 - His Word In My Heart

In this lecture, we look at one of the most overlooked parts of
a person’s spiritual growth: committing Scripture to memory
and hiding it in our hearts. (52 min)

1226 - To Him Who Overcomes

Can God actually help me to be an overcomer? In this
message, we search to see how we can have this overcoming
experience in our own lives. (52 min)

1227 - Victory In The Brain

God wants to change your brain through His Word, the
Bible. (41 min)

1228 - Suffering To Victory

How does suffering fit into our spiritual lives? (41 min)

1229 - Abiding

Paul uses the word “faith” 160 times in his writing, while John
uses the word “abide” 36 times and “faith” only once. (58 min)

1230 - History Of Memorization

Throughout history, God’s faithful have memorized His Word.
How can we have the same experience that the faithful have
had throughout the generations? (49 min)

1231 - The Mystery Of Godliness

God has a prophecy about His people fulfilling the “mystery
of godliness.” What does this prophecy mean and how does
it involve His last-day Church? (54 min)

1232 - Grace

Grace is much more than “unmerited favor.” It is the power of
God to both forgive us and propel us toward victory. (43 min)

In this message, we look into simple ways to study the Word so
that it becomes alive during your devotional time. (56 min)

all prices are subject to
change without notice
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Sacred Time: unRemembered

Books
Christ and Antichrist in Prophecy and History

by Daniel Knauft

$13.00

by Edwin de Kock

Will Christianity restore its lost world-class treasure? In
the beginning - in Eden - sacred time became the centerpiece of Creation. Blessed and hallowed by the Creator, the seventh day of the week (Saturday) became a
permanent temple in time. From the mountain of Sinai,
God announced to the world: “...the seventh day is the
Sabbath of the Lord your God” (Exodus 20:10). Millennia
have passed - and where is the sacred time of the seventh
day? (172 pages)

This book will guide you along the road less traveled. Though you will discover new startling truths, this information belongs to a noble tradition,
both ancient and continuous, known as the Historical School of prophetic
interpretation. It sets aside the fantasies of futurism and preterism. The time
has come to reassess the human condition, so let us learn enlightening and
worrying truths from the perspective of the historical school. (423 pages)

$19.99

The Two Babylons

A Wonderful Deception
by Warren Smith

by Alexander Hislop

Where did the practices and beliefs of Roman Catholicism
come from? In this scholarly classic, Alexander Hislop reveals
that many Roman Catholic teachings did not originate with
Christ or the Bible, but were adopted from ancient pagan
Babylonian religion, and given Christian names. (323 pages)

Some key areas addressed in this book: how a “broad way”
Christianity is deceiving many in the Church; how the “new
science” will try to prove that God is “in” everything; how
the best-selling novel, The Shack, fits into the “wonderful”
deception and ten Scriptural reasons not to be connected
with the Purpose Driven movement. (243 pages)

$15.00

$16.00

Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated

$20.00

An Enduring Vision: Revelation Revealed

by Cathy Burns

by Austin Cooke

Discover the most fascinating and in-depth meanings
behind the symbols used by the Masons, occultists,
witches, New Agers, satanists, and others. Dr. Burns
uncovers the hidden meanings behind the symbols that
we see around us every day. (543 pages)

The book of Revelation begins with a promise: “Blessed is he who
reads and those who hear the words of this prophecy, and keep
those things which are written in it; for the time is near” (Rev.
1:3). God calls us to faithfully study His Word and understand the
truths about where we have been, where we are, and where we
are going so that we may stand firm in these last days. (728 pages)

* Some concepts in this book may not fully reflect the views of AD.

Look What’s Missing

Rome`s Challenge - Why do
Protestants Keep Sunday?

by D.W. Daniels

$2.00

$13.95

How to Prepare for Hard Times and
Persecution
by Maria Kneas

American Christians are in the early stages of
persecution, and it is increasing. Unfortunately,
many will be blindsided by it because few pastors
and church leaders are warning about it or
preparing believers for it. We need to be prepared
to respond to persecution biblically instead of
reacting to it carnally.
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Please note:

Amazing Discoveries does not endorse all views expressed
by this author.

Billy Graham and His Friends
by Cathy Burns

The contents of this pamphlet was
originally printed in the Catholic
Mirror in four editorials in September of 1893. The Catholic Mirror was the official publication of
Cardinal Gibbons and the Catholic
Church in the US. (29 pages)

Few people know the Bible well
enough to notice when something
has been taken out. How about
your Bible? Is it on the list of Bibles
with pieces taken out? You might
be surprised when you look at
what’s missing.

$13.95

$29.99

In this most fascinating and extremely
well-documented book, you will discover some little known facts about
one of the most well-known men of
the 20th century—Billy Graham—a
s well as several of his influential and
powerful friends. (800 pages)

$20.00

* Some concepts in this book may not fully
reflect the views of AD.

Truth Matters
by Walter Veith.

This authoritative book gives a clear and thorough delineation of
truth including the issues of Biblical prophecy, the end-time, the
Second Coming, the Three Angels’ Messages, life after death, the
New Age movement, the sanctuary message, the validity of Ellen
Now also available
in e-book format
for $14.99

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

$19.00

Single Sermons

by Kameron DeVasher

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no cover)
Single MP4: $9.00

What is true unity? This sermon discusses
how true unity is based solely on following the word of God, and how we should
not seek unity merely for unity’s sake but
in order to become closer to God. (60 min)

1408 - The Gospel of
Wherever
Learn how the gospel is not one
singular event, but is comprised
of many things and is actually a
process. This process is active to
this day as Jesus is working on our
salvation in Heaven. (30 min)

1407 - Give, Give
Love is the ultimate law. God is love
itself, and Kameron DeVasher explores how Satan’s government is
the stark opposite of God’s operating
principle of love. (60 min)

1409 -Heaven on Earth

1410- Killing the Fat King

Ever wonder what Heaven is like? Kameron DeVasher discusses Numbers
2 and how the layout of the camps of
Israel are a reflection of the structure
within Heaven itself. (30 min)

Kameron DeVasher explores the
story of unlikable King Eglon and the
meaning of the murder of the King by
Ehud and how it applies to our modern lives. (30 min)

1411- Lessons from Egypt
Does the Bible contradict itself? Kameron DeVasher focuses on finding
the answer to ‘mistakes’ to help us
clarify the truth. (30 min)

BIBLE TOPICS

1406 - True Unity

1412- We All Die Young
What if we never find fulfillment before
we die? Did God ever plan for us to die?
Does he have a plan regarding the right
time to die? (30 min)

Books by Ellen White
These great little books come in easy-to-read 2-column
format, with lovely full-color covers that will be a
welcome gift to your friends, family, and coworkers.
They are great for sharing. Get good quality Spirit of
Prophecy books at great prices!

Patriarchs and Prophets (495 pages)

$3.00

Steps to Christ (128 pages)

$1.75

The Great Controversy (512 pages)

$4.00

The Ministry of Healing (480 pages)

$3.00

The Great Controversy
The Desire of Ages

GYC Edition

GYC Edition

$5.00
$5.00

all prices are subject to
change without notice

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Single Sermons

by Andreas Mellas
$14.00 (DISK IN A CASE)
Single MP4: $9.00

2171: Alone, Yet Not Alone
Loneliness is part of life, but it isn’t
part of eternal life with Christ. While
we may feel alone on earth, Jesus
understands all of our troubles and is
always with us. (60 min)

It’s easy to forget our first love, with
so many earthly distractions. Our
bones have become dry! Learn how
we can transform our dry bones into
a living and revived Christ-centered
person. (55 min)

2173: Behold He Prayeth
Every day that we go without
communicating with God is a
lost day. Can we get those moments back? (60 min)

2174: Lessons from the
Wilderness

2175: The One Thing
Needful

2176: I Will Not Hold My
Peace

The world tempts us with words of
encouragement, positions of power,
and happy messages of peace and
unity. But many Christians are in the
wilderness of sin. (65 min)

How did Mary’s life differ from Martha’s? How can we learn to learn
and grow the way Mary did, and
can we learn to do the one thing
needful? (55 min)

Sometimes it’s intimidating and
difficult to witness effectively.
People are constantly engaged
in their own worlds. How can
we breach their walls to engage
them spiritually? (63 min)

2177: On the Border of the
Promised Land

2178: Gideon Band

2179: The Marks of the
Spiritual

As we are on the border of the
promised land, can we learn to better
trust the promises of our Lord to get
us through that narrow gate?
(55 min)

What are the qualifications for being part of the Gideon band? Andreas Mellas shows us what those
qualities are, and what to strive for
in order to nurture our relationship
with God. (73 min)

2180: Prelude to Prayer

Do you know what marks us as
spiritual? Do others see us as
being Christ-centered people?
(58 min)

2181: The Rechabites

2182: Songs in the Night

How do we prepare to truly pray?
Learn to study the Word of God like our
pioneers did when the SDA Movement
began. Look at principles of preparation for prayer through a right attitude
of Bible study. (50 min)

Examine the characteristics of the
Rechabites and how they are a type
of the God’s true people. (65 min)

Even in this troubled world we can
still lift our prayers, hopes, and souls
to Him. Learn what true praise looks
like and how we can effectively
praise. (65 min)

2183: A Holy Nation

2184: Seekers of a
Heavenly Country

2185: Synopsis of the
Crucified Life

In this sermon with pastor Andreas Mellas we will rediscover
and remind ourselves what it
means to be set apart from the
world to be seekers of a heavenly
country. (65 min)

We may think we know what it
means to live a Christ-centered life,
but do we know what it is to live a
crucified life? (93 min)

Search Scripture to learn what a
Christ-like church looks like and
how we can reflect the Biblical
church. (75 min)
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2172: Can These
Bones Live?
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by Professor Walter J. Veith

Professor Walter Veith takes you through the
principles of evolution to expose what scientists
are not telling you. With a doctorate in zoology,
Professor Veith proves creationism scientifically.

Did Darwin 		
Murder God?
LE
WHI S LAST
ITIE
T
N
QUA

by Chad Kreuzer

6 - DVD Lecture Set: $60.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

8 - DVD Lecture Set: $80.00
Singles: $10.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $8.00 per title

101A - The Earth In Time And
Space (90min)
102A - A Universal Flood (90 min)
103A - Bones In Stones (90min)
104A - Where Mammals
Reigned (90 min)
105A - The Genes Of Genesis

106A - Creation To Restoration
(90 min)

107A - A Day To Be Remember
(60 min)

108A - A Spade Unearths The
Truth (83 min)

Many believe that evolution is the only reasonable explanation for the complexity we
see around us in the world. But Darwin himself admitted that his theory would break
down if it could be demonstrated that any complex organ existed which could not possibly have been formed through numerous, successful, slight, modifications. This series
examines the problems with evolution theory and considers the logical alternatives to
Darwin’s outdated ideas.

1201 - Did Darwin Murder God?
It has been said that “Darwin murdered God.” Is this actually true? (48 min)

1202 - Textbook Deceptions
All people live by faith, whether it is faith in textbooks or faith in the Word
of God. (44 min)

(90 min)

The Genesis Conflict (book)

In this book, Professor Veith discusses the Biblical perspective of the creation account and provides evidence in support of the Bible’s claims. Evolution and Creation are contrasted and alternative explanations for the origin of life,
the geological column, and the palaeontological record are
presented with full- color illustrations. (387 pages)

$20.00

Have you
Swallowed the
Hook? by Thomas Bentley

LE
WHI S L AST
ITIE

Are fossils of ancient humans proof that man evolved from ape-like creatures? (46 min)

1204 - Dating Methods
How solid are the scientific dating methods for fossils and rocks? (36 min)

1205 - Reason For Faith
Is the Bible true? New discoveries offer surprising support for key moments in
Scripture. (53 min)

1206 - Good Creator, Bad World - Why?
One of the greatest questions that skeptics have asked is, “If God is so good, why
is there so much pain and suffering?” In this lecture, we discover the Biblical and
fascinating answer. (51 min)

*Also available in e-book fromat for $14.99
see our webstore for more information

e-book

NT
QUA

1203 - Cave Men?

Digging up the Past:
Archaeology Confirms the Truth of the Bible
by Pastor Francois DuPlessis

QUA

LE
WHI S LAST
IE
NTIT

12 - DVD Lecture Set: $99.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

6 - DVD Lecture Set: $60.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

DVD Series #140
This series, “Have You Swallowed
the Hook,” chronicles the events
and discoveries that catapulted the
theory of evolution into popularity.
This series compares the fish hooklike beliefs of the popular evolution
culture with the creation model.
Each episode contrasts the creation
and evolution worldviews and allows the viewer to decide which one
makes the most sense.

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

141 - Science is Just about Facts, Religion
is Just About Faith (60 min)
142 - Only Evolution Fits the Data (60 min)
143 - There is no Evidence for Creation (60 min)
144 - You Have no Choice (60 min)
145 - Love is just a Chemical Impulse (60 min)
146 - There are no Miracles (60 min)

all prices are subject to
change without notice

CREATION

DVD Series #100

DVD Series #200

155 - Faith and Faithlessness
156 - The Enemies of Ancient Israel
157 - In the Footsteps of Abram Vol 1
158 - In the Footsteps of Abram Vol 2
151 - Archaeological Discoveries
159 - In the Footsteps of Abram Vol 3
in Bible Lands
160 - Plagues, Grace, and Judgment
152 - In Search of Noah's Ark
161 - Elijah’s Typology
153 - Egypt’s Eighteenth Dynasty Vol 1 162 - Heroes of the Bible
154 - Egypt’s Eighteenth Dynasty Vol 2

DVD Series #150

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Beautiful Creation Movies
The Creation: The Earth
is a Witness
with Henry Stober and Walter Veith
A movie about the Creator, His work and His love for you and me.
Was it the violent Big Bang explosion that gave birth to the universe and the
development of life? Or is this old, Holy Book correct in its simple statement, In
the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
Creation or evolution - two world views that could not be more diametrically
opposed, with far reaching consequences for the human race.
In a 30-minute video presentation by Prof. Dr. Walter Veith, a world famous
scientist from South Africa, hard facts are brought to light. Through his expertise
and own experience over many years, he has become a recognized authority on
both arguments. You will experience scientific knowledge from a new, surprising
point of view, presented in a logical and convincing manner.
Veith’s multimedia presentations are not only entertaining but also challenging.
They touch hearts and minds.
Six years of working with the finest photography of Henry Stober, shot on five
continents, have resulted in a work of art that gets under your skin.

DVD #199

$20.00
Creation - a 60-minute movie in panoramic digital projection
format, narrated by a professional speaker. You will discover the
breath-taking variety of life in the sea, the air and on land in all
its beauty.
This video makes a clear case for the premise that mankind is not
the result of coincidence, but bears the unmistakable signature of
a loving Creator.
It is time for a new enlightenment: one that makes sense rather
than robs meaning. One that does not take God away from us, but
brings Him back to us.

* Also available in Spanish (limited quantities).

Africa: Continent of Origin
Documentary with Walter Veith
Episode 1
Africa is filled with the finest film scenes
by Henry Stober, shot in unique situations
throughout this continent, and has resulted
in a work of art that goes under your skin.
Discover the breath-taking variety of life in
the sea, the air and on land in all its beauty.
These productions make a clear case for the
premise that mankind is not the result of
coincidence , but bears the unmistakable
signature of the Loving Creator.
Watch for more episodes coming soon.

$18.00
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DVD #171

Walter Veith
Classics

DVD
Documentaries

Rekindling the Reformation

LLT Productions

by Professor Walter Veith

$21.95

During the Reformation, millions of faithful servants died for pivotal truths found in the Word of
God, making freedom of religion possible.
This series is a call to rekindle the principles of the
Reformation and to re-examine the fundamental
truths upon which the reformers such as Calvin,
Luther, and Zwingli stood.

11 - DVD Lecture Set: $99.00
Singles: $10.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

DVD #930

Also available in Spanish
“El Israel de los Alpes”:

$23.95
Israel of the Alps
This professional documentary produced by LLT Productions traces the almost
forgotten history of the Waldenses. For over a thousand years, through intense
sufferings, they clung to the Word of God. See how they lived, how they trained
their children, and how they shared their faith. Enjoy the beautiful on-location
footage! Also available in Spanish and German (NTSC or PAL). (3 parts, 85 min)

Single MP4: $8.00 per title

$39.99
Keepers of the Flame (2 DVD Set)
Examine the great stories of faith and controversy that have led to the emergence
of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 2 DVDs contain all 8 episodes. (Total running
time: 315 min)

Movie

Also available in Spanish.

KJB: The Book that Changed the World

$19.99

A fascinating look at the world’s most famous Bible.
This is the extraordinary story behind arguably the
most important manuscript in history. Acclaimed actor
John Rhys-Davies visits landmarks, explains relics and
leads us back into a darker time to discover this fascinating tale of saints and sinners, power and passion,
as the greatest translation of Holy Scripture emerges
into a world and culture that would never be quite the
same again. (94 min)

all prices are subject to
change without notice

REFORMATION

931 - The Twin Pillars of The Reformation (109 min)
932 - Let There Be Light (96 min)
933 - They Have Made Void Thy Law Part 1 (103 min)
934 - The Beamable Sustainable Princes (148 min)
935 - They Have Made Void Thy Law Part 2 (135 min)
936 - The Fourth Man in the Furnace (106 min)
937 - Heritage of Israel (126 min)
938 - The Jesuits and The Counter Reformation Part 1 (120 min)
939 - The Jesuits and the Counter Reformation Part 2 (116 min)
940 - The Typology of Deliverance (92 min)
941 - A Price to be Paid – The Oxford Martyrs (88 min)

Full 5-DVD Set:

$80.00

(sold only as a set)

The Seventh Day, by LLT Productions (Parts 1 - 5 )
This gripping documentary series traces the Sabbath through history and the early
Christian church, bringing to light forgotten heroes—Celtic saints like Patrick,
Waldensian colporters, Puritan reformers—who preserved the Sabbath in places
like Africa, Armenia, the British Isles, Ethiopia, India, Italy, and Syria.

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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The Protestant Reformation will be
celebrating its 500th year anniversary in 2017.

Why was it so important?
It re-established 2 pillars of the reformation:
1. The rediscovery of Christ and His salvation
2. The discovery of the identity of the antichrist
Now, 500 years later, the Protestant Reformation has almost been extinguished through Jesuit counter-reformation tactics and by the forces of
ecumenism. Are you still a Protestant?
The time of the Reformation is one of the most significant events that changed
and turned the course of history. It was a period that transformed the world so
dramatically that the effects are still echoing down to our times. More than half a
millennia has passed since, and there have been tremendous changes that almost
makes one wonder if there ever was a Reformation to begin with. Protestantism
has been compromised and remodeled far away from its original ideals and Biblical foundations. Today we are nearing the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther’s
declaration with his 1517 work The Ninety-Five Theses which set the Reformation
in motion. It is time to rediscover what we have lost and forgotten from history’s
past, to rekindle the flame that once inspired and motivated people to protest, to
fight and yes even to die for their beliefs.
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Will the Real Heretics Please
Stand Up

by Charles Chiniquy

$15.95

Here is a heart-wrenching struggle of a man torn
between his religion and Christ, between men’s
traditions and God’s Word. Learn how Chiniquy led
almost his entire Catholic congregation to trust in
Christ alone. See how his desire to please his Saviour caused conflicts with his Catholic superiors.
Learn how he was framed by the Jesuits, and how
a young lawyer named Abraham Lincoln saved his
reputation. All Christians need to learn these important insights into the Catholic religion, written
by one who lived within her walls for many years.
(366 pages)

by David Bercot
An inspiring account of what Christians believed and
practiced at the close of the age of the apostles--and how
the church eventually lost the Christianity of that time.
But this is not primarily a history book. It’s a fresh, creative look at the problems facing the church today and the
solution to those problems. It’s a call for today’s church to
return to the simple holiness, unfailing love, and patient
cross-bearing of the early Christians. (180 pages)

$9.99

Table Talk

History of the Reformation of the
Sixteenth Century (2-Volume Set)

by Martin Luther
The Table Talk of Martin Luther consists of excerpts
from the great reformer’s conversations with his
students and colleagues, in which he comments
on life, the church, and the Bible. Collected by
Antony Lauterbach and John Aurifaber, Luther’s
close associates, these absorbing anecdotes reveal
the speaker’s personality and wisdom.

by J.H. Merle d’Aubigné
Today we see an alarming lack of understanding in the
Protestant Church concerning the cause and effect of
the Reformation. This should be the study of every true
Protestant. Two Volumes.

$45.00

$17.00

$13.00

Romanism and the
Reformation

Smokescreens

by H. Grattan Guinness

Learn the hidden purpose of
the ecumenical movement
in this critical book for 21stcentury Christians. (93 pages)

The Reformation of the sixteenth
century, gave back to the world the
Bible. It taught the Scriptures, and it
exposed the errors and corruption of
Rome by the use of the sword of the
Spirit. It applied the prophecies and
accepted their practical guidance.
(175 pages)

by Jack Chick

A Classic to remember the
deeply moving accounts of
faith and courage of people of
every rank and file that mark
a path for modern Christians
to measure the depth of their
commitment. (288 pages)

$7.99

Cross and Crown: or the Sufferings and Triumphs

$22.50

John Foxe’s Book of
Martyrs

$14.50

of the Heroic Men and Women Who Were Persecuted for
the Religion

Truth Triumphant: The Church in the
Wilderness

by James D.McCabe, Jr

by B.J. Wilkinson

A gripping description of the Protestant
Reformation in Northern Italy, France and
England during the 16th and 17th Centuries.
This book contains historical sketches of each
region and dramatic descriptions of how the
Roman Catholic Inquisition impacted the lives
of those who read the Bible and attempted to
worship in their own way. (374 pages)

all prices are subject to
change without notice

REFORMATION

50 Years in the “Church” of Rome

Books

This book features the triumph of truth in the period from
538 to 1798, a chapter of God’s leadings long hidden
by intolerance and falsehood during the sturggle to
preserrve the true word of God. (424 pages)

$18.00

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Scott Ritsema
Media on the Brain
We see it all around us. Hollywood, popular music, TV, video gaming, spectator
sports, e-relationships, and pornography are saturating the lives of God’s
professed people. But what does the latest science say about the mindaltering effects of 21st century media? And what is the spiritual agenda in the
entertainment and advertising industries?

DVD #400

With eye-opening footage and informative interviews from numerous experts,
Media on the Brain is much more than a seminar. Share this fast-paced,
information-packed experience with those who need it most. Gain inspiration
from families who have found freedom from media addiction. And behold
something better in the character of Christ.

6 - DVD Lecture Set: $60.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK IN A CASE)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

401: Conformed or Transformed: TV, the
Brain, and the Science of Salvation
402: By Beholding We Become Slaves ...to
the High Priests of a New Religious Order
403: The Spirit of the Music Industry: How
One Man Transformed American Culture

Schooled

2321: Schooled Part 1
Learn about the history of the
American educational system
and why we have our current
school system. (65 min)

by Scott Ritsema

In this startling and compelling series on our school
system, Scott Ritsema reveals the history behind our
modern day educational system. Learn how we got
here and whether our current model of learning is
really the best one for our children.

DVD #2320

Complete DVD set (2 videos):

410: More Media on the Brain
In this exciting follow-up lecture to the Media
on the Brain series, More Media on the Brain
will show very startling statistics and figures
that show how media-addicted children are less
creative and more dependant on worldly things.

$14.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00

UNdoctrinated
by Scott Ritsema

2322: Schooled Part 2

$30.00

Single MP4: $9.00 per lecture

sold as set only

404: Musical Manipulation: How Satan Will Use Music to
Deceive the Last Day Masses
405: The Counterfeit Reality: High Tech Addictions Gaming and Pornography
406: The Pleasure Trap: Why we’re Bored by the Bible and
Have No Time to Read It

What lessons can we really
learn from our modern
American educational
system? (62 min)

Faith over Flesh

2331: Part 1
2332: Part 2
2333: Part 3
2334: Part 4

DVD #2330

by Scott Ritsema

sold as set only

Complete DVD set (4 videos):

$40.00

Single MP4: $9.00 per lecture

2315: Part 1

Pornography afflicts nonbelievers and Christians alike. Learn to
defeat this sinful addiction with
faith. (40 min)

Complete 4-DVD set:

2316: Part 2

$40.00

Our addiction to pornography and
self abuse doesn’t end in the mind,
it affects our bodies, those around
us, and our future with Christ.
(45 min)

Complete DVD set (2 videos):

$30.00

Single MP4: $9.00 per lecture
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Raising the Remnant
by Scott Ritsema
How do I help my children grow into spiritually strong young
adults? Recent research has finally painted a remarkably clear
portrait of the character, values, and practices of parents
whose young adult children are now spiritual role models!
How did these parents do it? Raising the Remnant uncovers
the most exciting fact of all: this very same parenting counsel
was given more than 100 years ago!

In his previous seminar, “Schooled”, Scott Ritsema exposed
the nefarious purposes behind worldly schooling. Today,
these methods are widely being recognized as obsolete and
even harmful to children. The collapse of the modern school is
now underway, as home education is rising and a remnant of
schools is bravely and radically re-defining education.
So, what is God’s answer to modern, worldly schooling?
The time is now ripe to demonstrate to the world the
fruits of the one, true, God-inspired educational template.
“UNdoctrinated” will not only detail the beautiful features
of that educational blueprint, but will also inspire parents,
educators, and church members to capture the vision - an
army of youth who finishes the gospel work and hastens the
soon coming of Jesus.

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457

Little Light Ministries

Is your Mental health at Risk?

$15.00

The effects media has on the mind
has been measured by the advertising
industry, It’s been tested and proven
effective. Just as the advertising industry uses hypnosis and psychology
to sell you their products, are movies

Controller: Level 1 Simulated Spirituality

$21.00

Magic Kingdom

producers using these same tactics? See the
scientific evidence in our latest full length
documentary. See the scientific evidence in
this eye opening documentary that takes
an in depth look into the pseudology of the
entertainment industry and reveals how
the movies are reshaping your views of
God. (90 min)

Explore three of Nintendo’s biggest
franchises. Discover the ancient
Shinto gods the game designers use
for inspiration, and learn how these
games are counterfeiting Jesus,
offering the world a false christ as a
distraction from the truth. (45 min)

False System of Worship
How important is it to know what
true worship is? This presentation will
explore how the devil is using high
profile celebrities to lead people away
from the true worship that only the
God of heaven deserves. (59 min)

$15.00

amazingdiscoveries .tv
Watch our DVD productions anytime!
Visit amazingdiscoveries.tv and check out this great resource
centre with enlightening lectures you can watch for free on
your computer, Ipad, or your mobile device - anytime.
If you prefer watching our 24 hr programming on your TV,
you need to set up a satellite dish or
connect through Roku (an internet
video streaming receiver box that
connects to your TV and uses Wi-Fi
to receive satelite signal with no
monthly subscription fees).

$21.00

Controller: Level 2
- Hidden Characters
Examine the impact that video
games have had on the present
generation and the trends for
what is to come. (55 min)

$21.00

How do Cartoons Impact your Child’s
Character? Childhood is one of the
key stages in the development of the
human mind. During this time, the
character is shaped and molded. This
documentary will examine the deeper
story lines of some of the most popular
cartoons that aim to change your
child’s view of the Kingdom of heaven.

The Replacement gods
Superman, Batman, Thor,
and many more make their
appearances and unmask their
true colors in this ever so clear
evidentiary documentary. This
should be the last Super Hero
movie you ever watch! (95 min)

$21.00

Artificial Atmosphere
Can the gaming industry
manipulate and shape our beliefs?
Is there a link between violence and
video games? See for yourself. (52
min)

$15.00

The Home Hypnotist
Discover how the entertainment
industry exposes itself. Does
watching TV even affect us? Is
there such thing as subliminal
advertising and does it work?
(51 min)

$15.00

Media Talk
Ministries

MEDIA

Pseudology - The Art of
Lying

Captivated: Finding Freedom in
a Media Captive Culture
Everywhere we go we are surrounded by screens.
Have we entered a techno utopia or a virtual
prison? Has today’s connectivity drawn us closer
to one another or strangely more disjointed? Is
our social experience richer and deeper or more
shallow and artificial? Is it all of these things or
none of them?

$19.99

24 hrs of quality broadcasting, 7 days a week
all prices are subject to
change without notice

order online at www.amazingdiscoveries.org I or call us at 1 866 572 9457
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Discover Health
What to do in a Radiation Crisis by Doctor John Apsley
Do you know what to do in the face of a radiation crisis? Doctor John Apsley reveals
methods to protect ourselves from radiation.
The Fukushima crisis of 2011 was one of the two largest radiation disasters in recorded
history, the other one being Chernobyl’s disaster in 1986. Despite constant reassurance
from government and news agencies that we are safe and that radiation fallout is not
life-threatening, Doctor John Apsley provides frightening and compelling evidence to
the contrary. (60 min)

DVD #308

$18.00

Life at Its Best
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by Prof. Walter J. Veith

5 - DVD Lecture Set: $50.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $8.00 per title

Life Science Seminars
International by Raymond Obomsawin
7 - DVD Lecture Set: $70.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD #370
DVD #300

371 - Immunity, Infectious Disease, and Vaccination

301C - Life at its Best
Learn about the significance of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats in a healthy diet and
the importance of a whole food diet. (95 min)

302C - Your Health Your Choice
Understand the role of drugs and common stimulants such as tea and coffee. How do
food additives cause allergic reactions, hyperactivity, and disease? (80 min)

303C - Sitting on a Time Bomb
Learn how modern animal husbandry has dramatically altered the food on our table.
From petro-chemical waste to antibiotics and growth stimulants, learn how the
industry has created potentially devastating results for consumers. (80 min)

304C - Udderly Amazing
For centuries, we have been led to believe that dairy products should form an essential part of our diets. New evidence implicates dairy in not only allergenic responses,
but in potentially lethal diseases such as osteoporosis, diabetes, and many others.
(80 min)

305C - Health and Happiness
Does vegetarianism offer a viable alternative diet? Is it healthy to choose a vegan
lifestyle and how do I get adequate quantities of all the essential nutrients? Learn the
facts in this video and how you can make an easy transition to a vegan lifestyle.
(90 min)
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Are vaccines causing more harm than good? What caused the onset of infectious
diseases in higher life forms in the first place? (90 min)

372 - The Earth: Foundation of Health
Learn why soil is the foundation of natural immunity. Can organic agriculture restore
health to humanity and feed the world? (51 min)

373 - Extreme Danger: Genetically Modified Foods
What does the food we eat have to do with allergies, digestive impairments, immune
reactions, organ damage, reproductive problems, and even death? (50 min)

374 - Human Health Lessons from Indigenous Peoples
Discover the health dangers of highly processed foods, learn keys to longevity, and visit
a 20th-century society free from infectious and degenerative diseases. (56 min)

375 - Meat, Milk, and Human Diseases
Is it true that dairy products like cheese, yogurt, and ice cream are linked to killer
diseases? (39 min)

376 - Nature’s Physicians: Confronting the Killer Diseases
Did God give us a natural prescription for longevity and freedom from modern
diseases? (80 min)

377 - The Creator’s Healing Vision for the End Time
Death by modern medicine? Sorcery and drugs? Ancient prophecies fulfilled today by
a special movement? Learn about these topics and more in this final lecture. (60 min)
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by Dr’s. Rudy & Jeanie
Davis, N.D.

14 - DVD Lecture Set:

Discover Total Health
by Rob McClintock

$140.00

7 - DVD Lecture Set:

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Singles:

Singles:

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

331 - An Incredible Diet (85 min)
332 - How to Avoid Tunnel Eating (93 min)
333 - The Most Common Barrier to Great Health (59 min)
334 - Ancient Elixir Rediscovered (54 min)
335 - Radiation that You Can’t Live Without (76 min)
336 - Risk without Responsibility: The Human-Agro Experiment (66 min)
337 - Concerned about your Memory? Don’t Forget to Watch This (81 min)
338 - Great Things Grow in Small Packages (67 min)
339 - Raw Recipes (64 min)
340 - Come Apart and Rest Awhile ... or Come Apart! (90 min)
341 - Our External Thermometer (55 min)
342 - Just Because You’re Alive Doesn’t Mean You are Breathing
... Properly! (90 min)
343 - Your Health is in the Balance (55 min)
344 - Life in the Fast Lane ... The 21 Day Challenge (75 min)

Diabetes and Cancer

DVD #360

Join naturopathic doctor Rob McClintock for a fascinating 7-part
health series that discusses hormones, diabetes, alcohol, osteoporosis,
cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases, the immune system, as well as a
prescription for total health. Based on common sense and science, his easyto-follow presentations emphasize good old-fashioned principles of health.
Drawing on his own experiences, Dr. McClintock adds practical examples to
his research in an engaging style that will leave you inspired and informed
about how to stay healthy, live longer, and enjoy a better quality of life.

361 - Diabetes - It Can Kill You (55 min)
362 - Osteoporosis (60 min)
363 - Cardiovascular Disease (60 min)
364 - Alcohol - Are You Sure You Wanna Drink? (60 min)
365 - Autoimmune Diseases - Curing my Multiple Sclerosis (60 min)
366 - Discover Total Health - Part 1 (55 min)
367 - Discover Total Health - Part 2 (60 min)

Allergies & Gluten

by Dr. Tim Riesenberger
MD, MPH

309 - GMO Food Allergies and Gluten
Sensitivity (DVD) by Jeffrey Smith

95% of Diabetes Cured.

Sound impossible?
Surprisingly, this dreaded disease is not incurable. Come
and find out the simple solutions for taking charge of

$14.00

your health and turning this disease around. Cancer.
Radiation? Chemotherapy? Grape Therapy? Lifestyle?
Is there really a cure? Watch and find out. This DVD will
answer your questions about some popular cancer “cures”.
Don’t miss the opportunity to hear this life saving and
life changing information! (80 min)

Single MP4: $9.00

all prices are subject to
change without notice

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

DVD #330
We have all heard about the advantages of fresh air, water, proper food,
and exercise, but have you ever heard how these things affect your brain; or
that there is more to water than just water; or have you learned how to have
the most powerful, high potency foods growing right in your own house for
only pennies?

$70.00

Find out the relationship between GMO and inflammatory diseases, as well as food allergies and gluten
sensitivity in this eye-opening lecture that will leave
you taking a non-GMO shopping guide with you on
your next trip to the grocery store. (70 min)

HEALTH

Healthy from Inside Out

$18.00
Single MP4: $9.00
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Mental Health
God’s Healing Way to Mental
and Spiritual Health
by Dan Gabbert
In this 19-part series with Dan Gabbert, we investigate different ways in which God can heal us mentally and spiritually.
In this life we will encounter many difficulties, and many people choose to deal with their troubled lives in earthly ways.
Learn how we can choose God’s way and to respond to challenges the same way that Jesus did. We will evaluate how we
were originally designed by God. Let us delve into the many sound reasons we have to trust in Christ. He has a plan for
all of us, and knows us all intimately. Through this series we will grow to understand God’s healing way to mental and
spiritual health.

19 - DVD Lecture Set: $190.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

DVD #7400

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

7401: The Original Design for the
Heart of Man
It is challenging to find a balance of our spiritual,
physical, and mental lives. Increasing numbers are
turning to psychologists and mental health specialists to
find a solution to their problems. However, consider the
Lord’s prescription for our health: turn to the teaching
and healing Gospel of Christ for permanent and eternal
healing. (25 min)

7402: The Reality of God’s Love - Understanding
My Value
We’ve all fallen short of the glory of God. However, God
wants to help pick us back up and put us back on the
right path. Will we allow the reality of God’s love into our
lives? (50 min)

7403: The Reason for Existence Why I Was Created

ful answer to all of our questions. Seek to grow closer
to Him daily for joy and the fulfillment of promises
and purpose! (30 min)

7404: The Other Side of Grace
Grace is great, but do we know what it truly means
and what having grace entails? Discover the true
nature of grace in this presentation with Dan
Gabbert. (30 min)

7405: The Role of Conscience
Don’t allow your conscience to be tempted by earthly
desires. Learn how to train your conscience to desire a
Godly way of life. (20 min)

7406: The Kingly Power of Choice
Choice is hard, especially if we must live with that
choice. How much harder, then, is it to actively choose
God every day! (30 min)

7407: Faith is the Victory

What is the reason for my existence? Questions of
purpose trouble many people, but God provides a hope-

Life can be frustrating, difficult, and it really puts us to
the test. However, faith is the victory for all of our
challenges. Are you up to discovering more about faith?
(35 min)

7408: Repentance
What is required of us in order to get eternal life with
the Lord? Discover the importance of faith and
repentance. (55 min)

7409: Healthy Mental and Spiritual Warfare
Satan wants to deceive the whole world. How can we
ensure we have a healthy mental and spiritual guard
and an armor of Christ against him? (50 min)

7410: The Laws of the Mind and Heart
Learn about the 4 basic spiritual laws for the mind and for
the heart. (45 min)

7411: The Power of the Plan - What Salvation
Includes
What does salvation really entail and are we ready for the
perfect plan of salvation? (40 min)

7412: Beyond Forgiveness
No one is perfect, and though we may seek daily forgiveness for our sins, what comes beyond forgiveness? (40 min)

7413: Guilty or Not - How Can I Tell?
We may all feel guilt and fall into sin, but we needn’t
endure the punishment for sin if we learn to seek Christ and
forgiveness. (45 min)

7414: Prayer - A Heavenly Key
Prayer is powerful, it brings us closer to Christ and nurtures
our relationship with our Heavenly Father. (35 min)

7415: Responding to Difficulties God’s Way
When we face a challenge do we tell ourselves to ‘be a man’
or to ‘be strong’? Consider instead how we can ‘be more like
God! (60 min)

7416: Problems - Why?
Why do we still encounter so many problems when we are
supposed to be God’s chosen people? (35 min)

7417: God’s Design for Victory
Do you know God is on our side and wants us to find victory
in Him? (40 min)

7418: Forward, Not Backward to Heal
Instead of looking back at our troubling pasts, learn how to
move forward in Christ to heal. (40 min)

7419: Thankful, Even Though...
When bad things happen, the last thing we may want to do is to
pray earnestly to thank our Heavenly Father. Why should we
continue to be thankful? (25 min)
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Dr. Diane Burnett
Finding the Fountain of Youth
by Dr. Diane Burnett

381: The Laws of Life -The Basic Foundation of Health 383: Overcoming the Top Causes of Death
Following the laws that govern life keeps us in health. Breaking
these laws leads to a breaking down of the vitality of the body,
eventually leading to death. Our priorities should involve
internal and external health, and there are certain laws of life
that God has provided to us. Thankfully these laws are not complicated or difficult to follow! This lecture identifies the needs of
the body and the role of each need in the great circuit of God’s
heavenly love. (59 min)

Cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, infection,
Alzheimer’s disease, and others can be reversed through
lifestyle choices. Research and clinical experience across
the globe gives evidence to the reduction of all the
diseases that plague our existence through changes in
diet, exercise, and other health choices. (77 min)

384 : Cancer - When the Cell Breaks
Understanding how cells can break and become cancerous
is the foundation to prevention, and the hope of a cure.
In this lecture about cancer with Diane Burnett we will
investigate just how cancer affects our cells and what
we can do now and in the future to prevent cancer from
negatively affecting us and those around us. (95 min)

382: Homeland Security - Strengthening Our Natural
Defense for Modern Plagues
In this lecture with Diane Burnett we will look at some disturbing evidence that pestilence and diseases are growing stronger
and more prevalent than ever before. We need to know what
to do in order to grow stronger to fight these infectious agents.
However, there are many things in our every day surroundings
that depress our immune systems, weakening us and making
us susceptible to sickness. Discover the incredible work of the
immune system and how to fortify your immunity to prevent
and cure disease. (82 min)

385: Protecting the Brain
Of all the treasures we have, a proper functioning brain
is the greatest. This small, resilient yet fragile organ demands our attention! Learn how to develop and preserve
the functions of the brain throughout your lifetime with
doctor Diane Burnett. (95 min)

DVD #380
5 - DVD Lecture Set: $50.00
Singles: $12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)
Single MP4: $9.00 per title
In this 5-part seminar with Doctor Diane Burnett we
will investigate some of the common diseases in our
modern day and discover what is causing sickness.
God has given us a wonderful prescription for health,
and though it may require sacrifices and we may have
to change many aspects of our lives, the reward is a
longer and healthier life in which we can glorify God,
the true giver and healer of life!

Proven Principles for Good Health
by Dr. Diane Burnett

$12.00 (DISK ONLY, no case)

Single MP4: $9.00 per title

387 - The Physiology of Addiction Part 1
Making the right choices is the challenge of every human. Understanding the function of the brain and why we easily fall prey to
temptations will help us in finding control over every area of our
life. (82 minutes)

388 - The Physiology of Addiction Part 2
Making the right choices is the challenge of every human. Understanding the function of the brain and why we easily fall prey to
temptations will help us in finding control over every area of our
life. (78 minutes)

389 - Physiology of Victory
Learn how habits are made and how to change them. The food industry is constantly competing for your dollars, and they are using
proven techniques that allure and addict consumers to their products. Learn how to identify these traps and learn to avoid them. It’s
about life and death! (85 minutes)

390 - The Appetite War
In this lecture with Doctor Diane Burnett we will look at the tension between the conscious and subconscious mind, and evaluate
how the food industry has manipulated the media, music, medicine, and our munchies for their benefit. Let’s learn to bring things
back to the basic building blocks that God originally gave us. (51
minutes)
all prices are subject to
change without notice

In our daily environment, we are surrounded by pesticides, GMOs,
toxins in the air and water, drugs, alcohol, dietary restrictions,
obesity, and all these health issues. So how can we find good
health? In this series with Doctor Diane Burnett, we will deeply investigate the different aspects of well-being and proven principles
for true, pure, and Biblical health.

391 - What’s Love Got to do with it? Sugars: The
Good, Bad, and Hurtful
At one point or another, you have probably craved some sugar.
Soda, chocolate, candies, and all sort of sweet snacks are very
tempting. However, scientific evidence shows that sugar is
actually very harmful to our bodies. If we care about ourselves
and our loved ones, we must learn about the harmful effects
of sugar and learn how to get back to God’s plan for healthy
living. (82 minutes)

392 - The Best Fats for our Health

HEALTH

Singles:

Fat is an essential nutrient to our health. We all require fat
for energy and to keep us healthy. However, there are good
fats and bad fats that can cause many health problems. This
lecture will reveal the best ways to get the good fats that our
bodies bodies need and how the wrong fats are a leading
cause of disease. (55 minutes)
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be social with us!

Planned Giving
Amazing Discoveries is on several social media platforms with
30,793 subscribers on facebook and 20,436 subscribers on our
official youtube channel.
Check us out:
YouTube - http://www.youtube.com/OfficialADTVChannel
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/amazingdiscoveriesministries
Google Plus - http://google.com/+amazingdiscoveries
Twitter - http://twitter.com/AmazingDiscover
Pinterest - http://pinterest.com/amazingdiscover/

>>

>>

Many individuals are interested in making gifts to
charity, but are not sure how. This is partly due to
the fact that Planned Giving takes many different
forms. The key is to find the best gift that fits your
family and financial situation.
That is why we have many different ways to give.
For more information about our Gifting Options
and how you can give today, please visit our
AD Giving website: www.adgiving.org or call
us at 1-866-572-9457.

LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/company/amazing-discoveries

For more information and updates, visit:
amazingdiscoveries.org
or call toll free: 1-866-572-9457

